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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Context
Reading is one of the most essential
components required for sustaining and
advancing literacy and is promoted through
literate environments. Creating a reading
habit can start as early as birth, “the single
most important activity for building the
knowledge required for eventual success in
reading is reading aloud to children”
(Anderson, Hiebert, Scott & Wilkinson,
1985). Reading to children from an early age
not only has an important impact on their
reading achievement, it also impacts intrinsic
reading
motivation
and
educational
attainment throughout their academic
lifespan
(Gottfried,
Gottfried,
BoutinMartinez, 2015).
Reading for pleasure, also known as intrinsic
reading motivation, has been found to be a
more significant factor for the cognitive
development of children than parent’s
educational level, this transcends a child’s
socio-economic background and is the
reason why fostering literate environments
for children is essential (Sullivan & Brown,
2013).
Nonetheless, key actors in transmitting this
culture of reading for pleasure, including
community
members
and
parents,
themselves do not read for pleasure. An
international survey found that on average
only around 32% of parents liked to read a
lot and 17% did not like to read and
throughout time there has been a decrease
in the proportion of parents who “like to read
a lot” (Mullis, Martin, Foy, Hooper, 2017).
This is a problem as it translates into less
children being engaged in early literacy
activities outside of formal environments.
Taghyeer Organization seeks to tackle this
problem through its We Love Reading
program which focuses on mobilizing local
community members to establish informal
libraries and organize read-aloud sessions in
public spaces for children between the ages

of 4 and 10 years and through the creation of
literate environments foster the love of
reading among children. The organization
has the goal of spreading the love of reading
to children all over the world.
Research Question
The objective of this document is to identify
and recommend a variety of viable options
for strategic focus that can be followed by
Taghyeer in order for it to reach its goals. The
document will answer the following question:
What are the next steps that the Taghyeer
organization should take in order to scale the
reach of its flagship program We Love
Reading?
The document will focus on three aspects:
1. Understanding the We Love Reading
model’s replicability and impact;
2. Diagnosing the current organizational
capacity of Taghyeer; and finally
3. Identifying viable paths to increase the
reach of the program.
Methodology
The methodology followed is a mix of
qualitative approaches including: extensive
literature review, interviews with different
stakeholders
including
staff
from
headquarters, volunteers, current partners
and field experts, analysis of internal
information, as well as observational data.
Key Findings
We Love Reading Model
Awareness of strengths and areas of
opportunity within the model can help inform
Taghyeer’s strategic decisions in the context
of organizational capacity as well as growth
strategies. There are three main strengths
and areas of opportunity that have been
identified in the WLR Model. In terms of
strengths the model has: adaptability,
sustainability and long-term impact. On the
other hand, the main areas of opportunity
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are: measurement of impact,
availability and language barrier.

book

Organizational Scale – Taghyeer
Four crucial elements within NPOs were
identified which can strongly influence their
operational success: mission statement
coherence in activities, governance and
leadership structure, human resource
management as well as funding strategy and
accountability.
After assessing the organization, a menu of
eleven recommendations along with action
were created for each of the components in
order to complement existing efforts being
made by the organization.
The recommendations are: 1) being upfront
about the core purpose, 2) streamlining
external facing outlets, 3) creating an explicit
theory of change for implementation, 4)
creating a systematic qualitative data
collection, 5) reinforcing the present
orientation of leadership, 6) being strategic
about selecting board members, 7) moving
towards value-based human resource
management, 8) distinguishing among
diverse human resource actors, 9)
integrating volunteers into HR strategies, 10)
increasing transparency around the cost
structure and 11) creating a funding strategy.
Quantitative Scale – We Love Reading
Program
Finally, although the program has received
international attention and reach-out from 47
countries, the mere presence in these
countries does not mean there is an active
spread nor measurement of the collective
impact of the pay-it-forward within it.

Therefore, alternative approaches to scale
for the WLR program are analyzed and
evaluated based on four criteria important to
Taghyeer: financial feasibility, potential
impact, permeating potential and resource
efficiency. The four strategies evaluated are:
1. Spontaneous Diffusion through a
strategic upgrading of the status quo;
2. Replication through international actors;
3. Replication through local actors;
4. Replication through targeting a more
focused population.
In all four cases, a key focus is to think about
how to involve and engage actors working in
the local context for the program to be
successfully adapted. The strategy options
are meant to be a tool through which to think
about
creating
a
more
detailed
implementation plan.
Final Recommendation
After evaluating the four approaches, the
final recommendation is to execute two of
these in parallel to complement each other:
spontaneous diffusion through a strategic
upgrading of the status quo and replication
through international actors. The first
focuses on taking advantage of existing
efforts to include more ICT in training and
follow-up to create more targeted strategies
of engagement for international actors
interested in the program to lower financial
barriers. The second emphasizes the
importance of focusing on a particular region
and identifying international actors with
existing infrastructure and partners locally
and collaborate to create a shared value.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Sustaining Literacy
Being literate is the ability to read, write and
have basic arithmetic skills (UNESCO, 2004)
and it is important as it is a pre-requisite to
being able to fulfill personal goals, for
accessing social mobility through the labor
market and for being more fully integrated
into society (Kirsch et al, 2002). During the
past couple of centuries, the world has made
important development strides by going from
less than 20% literacy in the world population
in the early 1800s (van Zanden et al, 2014)
to 91% youth and 86% adult literacy in 20161.
Nonetheless literacy is not a one-time topdown effort and in order for it to be sustained
it needs to be accompanied by literate
environments in homes, communities and
workplaces where people have access to
written materials and to the exchange of
information which facilitates the habit of
reading throughout their lives (Krolak, 2005).
Reading is one of the most essential
components to sustaining and advancing
literacy and, as previously mentioned, is
promoted through literate environments.
Maintaining good reading habits throughout
adult life has been associated with better
employment outcomes as well as access to
continuing training and education (Kirsch,
2001).
Creating a reading habit can start as early as
birth, “the single most important activity for
building the knowledge required for eventual
success in reading is reading aloud to
children” (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott &
Wilkinson, 1985). Reading to children from
an early age not only has an important
impact on their reading achievement, it also
impacts intrinsic reading motivation and
educational attainment throughout their
academic lifespan (Gottfried, Gottfried,
Boutin-Martinez, 2015).
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UNESCO Institute for Statistics.

Reading for pleasure, also known as intrinsic
reading motivation, has been found to be a
more significant factor for the cognitive
development of children than parent’s
educational level, this transcends a child’s
socio-economic background and is the
reason why fostering literate environments
for children is essential (Sullivan & Brown,
2013).

1.2 The Problem
Key actors in transmitting a culture around
reading for pleasure in children are parents.
Supportive home environments are crucial in
fostering motivation for reading and more
voluntary reading by children (Funge,
Sullivan, Tarte, 2017). However, not all
adults read for pleasure. The Progress in
International Reading Literacy Study
(PIRLS) reported that from the 50
participating countries, on average only 32%
of parents liked to read a lot and 17%
reported that they did not like to read.
Additionally, in over 60% of participating
countries there was a decrease in the
proportion of parents that “like to read a lot”
from 2011 to 2016 (Mullis, Martin, Foy,
Hooper, 2017). This is problematic as it can
easily translate into less children being
engaged in early literacy activities.

1.3 Overview of Taghyeer’s “We Love
Reading” Program
Taghyeer Organization seeks to tackle this
problem through its We Love Reading
program. Upon identifying this need in
Jordan in 2006, the founder of Taghyeer
began bi-monthly read-aloud sessions at a
local mosque which has since developed into
an innovative model that provides a practical
grassroots approach to fostering the love of
reading in children in 47 countries2.
The We Love Reading program focuses on
mobilizing local community members to
2

Information provided by Taghyeer Organization.

establish informal libraries and organize
read-aloud sessions in public spaces for
children between the ages of 4 and 10 years.
The program’s theory of change is strongly
rooted in the belief that lasting impact can
only truly be generated through strong
community ownership of the program (See
Figure 1).
They build up the capacity of community
members through a holistic training focused
on 1) informing them of the importance of
literate environments and its positive
ramifications and 2) giving them the skills to
establish libraries in their communities and
hold read-aloud sessions with children.
There are two key components for creating
impact in WLR’s model which are the regular
read aloud session and the library lending
system in local communities. To facilitate
these activities, WLR has several functions
that can be subdivided into those directly
impacting operation of the WLR program:
Training, Ambassador Follow-Up, and Book
Development and those which indirectly
impact: Research and Consultation3.
Through these functions, Taghyeer has the
goal of spreading the love of reading to
children in every country in the world.

1.4 Research Question
The Taghyeer Organization has been
extremely efficient in the ideation and
continual adaptation of the program.
Because the program is easily replicable and
adapted, it has garnered international

3

See Appendix 1 for details on the operation of
Taghyeer Organization.

attention and interest which has allowed the
idea to spread to 47 countries. Nonetheless,
out of tens of thousands of nonprofit
organizations, there are only approximately
100 large multinationals of development, an
overwhelming amount of organizations are
small and localized (Uvin, 1995). Reaching
their goal will require the development of a
more focused growth strategy.
The objective of this document is therefore to
identify and recommend a variety of viable
options for strategic focus that can be
followed by Taghyeer in order for it to reach
its goals. The document will answer the
following question:
What are the next steps that the Taghyeer
organization should take in order to scale the
reach of its flagship program We Love
Reading?
The document will focus on three aspects:
1. Understanding the We Love Reading
model’s replicability and impact;
2. Diagnosing the current organizational
capacity of Taghyeer; and finally
3. Identifying viable paths to increase the
reach of the program.
The methodology used in this document will
follow a mix of qualitative approaches to
inform it. These approaches include:
extensive literature review, interviews with
different stakeholders including staff from
headquarters, volunteers, current partners/
funders and field expert4, analysis of internal
information, as well as observational data.
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Total of 17 interviews (7 Taghyeer Staff, 5 Volunteers,
2 Partners/ Funders, 3 Experts)
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Figure 1: The We Love Reading Program’s Implicit Theory of Change

Source: Based on Interviews with Taghyeer.

Box 1: Evolution of the Program
The design of the program has been evolving ever since its inception as an idea by its founder
in 2006, nonetheless its essence has been kept intact throughout. Its main focus of generating
a love of reading in children is a common thread that has accompanied the program throughout
growth and transformations into the more formalized state which it operates in now within the
Taghyeer nonprofit organization. The following timeline describes critical phases that the WLR
program and Taghyeer has been through in the past years:

Source: Based on Interviews with Taghyeer.
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2. ANALYSIS OF THE “WE LOVE READING” MODEL
A key aspect to consider when thinking about
any kind of scale, local or international, is
having clarity on the elements within the
model that are essential to create an impact.
This will allow for more creativity in terms of
identifying potential synergies with different
actors.
This section will focus on analyzing the “We
Love Reading” model to understand: proven
impact, different existing modalities, crucial
elements for impact, as well as a reflection
on its strengths and areas of opportunity.

2.1 Proven Impact
A vital part of Taghyeer organization are the
research activities which indirectly influence
the continual improvement of the WLR model
and its implementation. Taghyeer actively
collaborates with researchers in evaluating
the impact of the program on the diverse
actors involved including the children and the
reading ambassadors. Through these
collaborations, the services provided by the
program have been assessed in particular
contexts in terms of its impact for both
children and volunteers.
In terms of impacting children, the approach
has been found to be effective in:
•
•

•

Increasing reading practices and positive
attitude towards reading of children aged
4-125
Increase in positive behaviors (reading
for pleasure, sharing) and decrease in
negative
behaviors
(stress
and
hyperactivity) (Yazji, 2014).
Increase in empathetic concern for
others (Decety, Cowell, Dajani)

5

UNICEF and Qatar University.

•

In a particular project with environmental
themed read-aloud sessions, it was
found to have a positive impact on
environmental awareness (Mahasneh,
Romanowski, Dajani, 2017).

On the other hand, female Reading
Ambassadors found to have had an increase
in leadership skills (Dajani, Smith, 2017).

2.2 Existing Modalities
Taghyeer organization has adapted the
model for its implementation across contexts
and settings. The model has five
components: training, access to books,
connection to the Global Ambassador
Network (See Box 2), follow-up and access
to research 6. Additionally, there have been
four main categories of actors that have
operationalized
the
model
in
local
communities:
local
and
international
individuals and local and international
organizations. Table 1. summarizes the
different elements of the model that each
actor has access to depending on their
location, operational and financial capability
and highlights the core elements of the
model across diverse actors.
As it can be seen, the most robust modalities
are implemented locally. Local actors have a
lot more access to different elements and the
WLR core staff gives access to and
implements all of these services as need be.
On the other hand, for international actors
the model is leaner, especially for individual
volunteers.

6

Refer to Appendix 1 for a more detailed description
of each element.
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Table 1: Access to Different Elements of the Model for Change Agents

-Volunteer
-Training of Trainer
-Online
-Package
-Checklist
-Development
-Access

Change Agents
Individuals
Organizations
Local
International
Local
International
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X*
X
X
X
X
X
X*
X
X
X
X

-Management

WLR

Elements of Model

Training
Access to
Books
Global
Ambassador
Network
Follow-Up
Research

-Annual Seminar
-Phone Call

X
X
X

WLR
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

Source: Based on Interviews with Taghyeer
*Depending on the country and WLR’s expertise of the context.

Box 2. Innovation - Global Ambassador Network
In the spirit of professionalization, Taghyeer is currently creating a “Global Ambassador
Network” (GAN). The organization is thinking of having two components to this development:
1) backend management of projects for the organization and 2) mobile app for volunteers to
use.
This is currently in development, the main drivers behind the creation of this tool include:
facilitating program manager’s operations, automating internal processes, gathering more data
to facilitate M&E and creating community among volunteers.
•

•

The backend of the GAN would be available for Project Managers, would be able to
create projects and assign team members for each project for follow-up. The tool would
allow a registry of trainees. Additionally, it would allow an easier way to emit reports
regarding WLR progam’s statistics.
The front-end would be a mobile app. This app would serve an organizational and
community purpose for Reading Ambassadors (volunteers). Organizational to help plan
and keep track of their reading sessions, community in the sense of having access to
other volunteers in Jordan or abroad and their experiences.
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2.3 Crucial Elements for Impact
Taghyeer organization has clarity on the core
elements that are critical for the change
agents to achieve the intended impact:
training, access to know-how from other
reading ambassadors and from the
Taghyeer headquarters, access to selection
criteria for books, and access to research
and best practices to integrate this into their
own sessions.
Knowing these elements have allowed the
model to be very lean and easily adaptable
into different contexts. This is a great part of
the reason why the know-how behind the
model has been able to spread into diverse
countries so organically. The combination of
its proven impact along with its innovative
implementation has led to the organization
being acknowledged through awards and
recognitions (See Box 3).

2.4 Strengths and Areas of
Opportunity
It is not only important to understand the
model’s strengths but also its areas of
opportunity. This will help inform Taghyeer’s
strategic decisions and the direct impact they
may have on the quality and reach of their
service.

There are three main strengths and areas of
opportunity that have been identified. In
terms of strengths the model has:
adaptability, sustainability and long-term
impact. On the other hand, the main areas of
opportunity are: measurement of impact,
book availability and language barrier. (See
Table 2).
The focus of the Taghyeer organization is to
continuously build upon the WLR model of
implementation in order to foster an
increased impact among children through
volunteers and being useful to local
communities. There is a sense of awareness
of the importance of integrating feedback
which is important in terms of potential to
grow as the organization will be entering very
different cultures and the model will likely
have to be adapted to every context.
These strengths and areas of opportunity
can inform Taghyeer’s strategic decisions in
the context of organizational capacity as well
as growth strategies. They can help prioritize
projects and collaborations that strengthen
and complement the model’s impact as we
will see in the next sections. This awareness
will bring Taghyeer closer to its ultimate
goals of spreading the love of reading to
children all over the world.

Box 3. Awards for Taghyeer Organization’s Work
Some of the awards that Taghyeer’s work has received are: Arab World Social Innovator 20092010 from Synergos, complimentary membership to the Clinton Global Initiative 2010, the
Library of Congress Literacy Awards - Best Practices 2013, the King Hussein Medal of Honor
2014, The WISE Award 2014 from Qatar Foundation, the open IDEO 2015 Best Idea for
Education for Refugees, the Stars Award for Impact 2015, the UNESCO King Seyong Literacy
Prize 2017, the World Literacy Award from Oxford 2018, the Klaus Jacobs Award for Social
Entrepreneurship 2018. All of these organizations have recognized the incredible value of the
work and contribution to society that the Taghyeer organization is doing through the WLR
program.
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Table 2: Analysis of WLR Model
Strengths

Areas of Opportunity

Adaptability

Measurement of Impact

The key processes necessary for an impact
are clear and simple. The model does not
have a high implementation cost as the cost is
mainly associated with having access to
training (currently in Arabic) and availability of
books. The reading sessions can take place in
any community area (even under a tree). The
key adaptation elements are understanding
the communities and where children can
gather, finding books that are culturally
sensitive.

The model focuses on empowerment of
volunteers and fostering their independence in
terms of organizing sessions. This limits the
range of action available to Taghyeer in order
to avoid over-burdening volunteers with
formats to fill which leads to estimated
impacts. There is currently (see Box X) no
mechanism to keep track live of short term
achievements. Additionally, the totality of longterm impacts are extremely complex to
measure.

Sustainability

Book Availability

Each reading session consists of two
As it was mentioned previously, this model is children’s books. The organization provides a
rooted in the empowerment of local set of 25 books per volunteer when applicable.
communities. Once individuals have been This gives original material for 12 sessions.
trained, the knowledge stays with them social Most international volunteers receive the
capital is built in the community and there is no checklist of how to select books. This gives
need for the organization to uphold a strong way to the question of how to maintain
presence in communities in order for the variability in the books in order to keep
reading sessions to continue. It is completely engaging children, especially in marginalized
owned by the community.
settings when there is not a lot of access to
printed materials.
Long-Term Impact

Language Barrier

The model focuses on impacting children’s
long-term achievements. Through reading
sessions, it creates intrinsic motivation for
reading.
Cognitive
evaluation
theory
acknowledges that intrinsic motivation in
individuals makes it more likely for them to
continue the activity (Marinak & Gambrell,
2008). Educators agree that without intrinsic
motivation to read children may never reach
their full potential as learners (Marinak &
Gambrell, 2008) and reading to young children
furnishes this intrinsic motivation” (Gottfried,
Gottfried, Boutin-Martinez, 2015).

Official training materials were created in
Arabic, this gives them access to
approximately 13% of countries in the world.
There has been an effort to give theoretical
material to people interested in the program
which has allowed the spread of the WLR
model. Nonetheless the formal online training,
which represents a major tool for international
users, is currently only in Arabic. This limits the
possibility of a continued sustainable
expansion into different regions.
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3. ORGANIZATIONAL SCALE FOR TAGHYEER ORGANIZATION
Expanding the reach of proven programs is
increasingly sought out as it can reduce
parallel efforts to solve similar issues.
Nonetheless,
very
few
nonprofit
organizations are able to achieve this and a
great part of it has to do with the complexity
that management of a nonprofit entails.
A crucial feature that guides the orientation,
structure and operational decisions of these
organizations are their values (Anheier,
2005). Depending on the organization, these
values are somewhat the connector of the
diverse set of stakeholders that are involved
in nonprofits to whom organizations are
accountable
including:
members,
supporters,
beneficiaries,
employees,
volunteers, contractors and cooperating
organizations (Anheier, 2005).
The management of these actors, which are
bound to have competing goals and diverse
incentive structures, along with the
management of the internal components of
the organization leads to what Anheier titled
the “law of nonprofit complexity”. This
highlights the difficulty behind managing a
nonprofit organization and states that its
management is more complex than the
management of a business firm of a similar
size (Anheier, 2005). It is for this reason that
organizational scale, understood as an
“increase [of] organizational strength in order
to improve effectiveness, efficiency and
sustainability of…activities” (Uvin, 1995) is a
necessary complement and precursor to
quantitative scaling strategies as any attempt
at scale will have serious organizational
implications (Hodson, 1992).
This section
will identify important
components in organizational capacity,

7

diagnose Taghyeer on each of these
components
and
finally
emit
recommendations.

3.1 Framework for Assessing
Organizational Capacity
Through literature review and interviews with
field practitioners, four crucial elements
within NPOs were identified which can
strongly influence their operational success:
mission statement coherence in activities,
governance and leadership structure, human
resource management as well as funding
strategy and accountability.
They each are interconnected and have
influence over the other. Table 3 summarizes
the component’s main areas of influence
within the nonprofit organization. It is by no
means an exhaustive list; the table is meant
to reflect what was found in literature to be
the component’s main impact areas7.
Based on these findings, a framework was
created
in
order
to
guide
the
recommendations
on
Taghyeer’s
organizational capacity. The framework
takes into account the coherence of mission
statement and activities, the people aspect
which included an analysis of current
leadership practices and human resource
management practices as well as funding
and accountability. The analysis will be a
qualitative review of existing documentation
as well as a mix of interviews and surveys
aimed at diverse stakeholders.
Table 4 presents a summary of the aspects
that will be explored within each key
component and the instrument that will be
used for the analysis

See Appendix 2 for supporting literature review.
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Table 3: Direct Impact from Organizational Components to Diverse Criteria
Impact
Direction of
Element
Communication Financial
Human
the
to Stakeholders Resources Resources
Organization
Mission
X
X
X
X
Statement
Governance
X
X
and Leadership
Human
Resource
X
Management
Funding
X
X
Strategy
Accountability
X
X

Quality of
Service

X
X

Source: These relationships are based on the findings portrayed in the literature review.

Table 4: Summary of Framework
Key Elements

Aspects Explored
Is the mission clear among all
stakeholders?
Is there a clear theory of
change?

Mission Statement

Governance and Leadership
Structure

Human Resources
Management

Are existing operations tied to
furthering the mission
statement?
Has impact of activities been
measured?
What is the existing
leadership role?
Who is perceived to have
authority within the
organization?
What is the human resource
architecture?
What are their main
motivators?
What is WLR’s funding
strategy

Funding and Accountability
What mechanisms of
transparency are in place for
different stakeholders?

Instrument
-Interview with staff/
volunteers/ funders
-Analysis of documents
-Interview with leadership,
staff, partners
-Analysis of WLR’s activities.
-Analysis of proven impact.
-Interviews leadership/ staff/
volunteers/ partners
-Interviews leadership/ staff/
volunteers/ partners
-Interviews with
leadership/staff/ volunteers
-Interview with staff
-Analysis of impact
assessment
-Analysis of testimonials
-Interview with
leadership/staff
-Analysis of available
financial information
-Interviews with leadership/
staff/ donors
Source: Based on literature review.
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3.2 Taghyeer Assessment
This section will focus on analyzing how
Taghyeer is currently utilizing each of the
four elements in order to identify actions that
can be taken to safeguard quality of their
service during growth periods and
strengthen organizational capacity.
As context, the headquarters of Taghyeer
Organization at the time of this study has a
staff of just under 20 people with the
following departments: Book Development,
Communication, Media, Finance, Human
Resources, Projects, Procurement, and
Quality Measure and Evaluation.
Mission Statement
The analysis will take the following publicly
available mission statement of Taghyeer
Organization:
“WLR provides a simple, sustainable, and
scalable ‘read aloud’ program to foster the
love of reading for pleasure among children
in the Middle East and Northern Africa
(MENA) region and globally, designed to
give ownership to local communities through
training
local
volunteers
as
‘WLR
Ambassadors’. We believe in empowering
and engaging our workforce, creating
partnerships with key stakeholders, adopting
excellence in our processes, utilizing
technology, and ensuring continuous
development based on scientific research.”
Clarity
The stakeholders of the organization
generally include: beneficiaries of the
program (children age 4-10), families of the
children, potential and current volunteers,
potential and current partners, potential and
current donors, staff within the organization,
leadership of the organization and the
general public.
A quick deconstruction of the Taghyeer
mission
statement
shows
that
it
encompasses the following aspects:

• Attributes of a specific program:
“…simple, sustainable and scalable ‘read
aloud’ program…”
• Goals of a program: “…foster the love of
reading for pleasure among children…”
• Where the organization seeks to have
impact: “…in the Middle East and
Northern Africa (MENA) region and
globally…”
• Through what means: “…ownership to
local communities through training local
volunteers as ‘WLR Ambassadors’.”
• Organizational values: “…empowering
and engaging our workforce, creating
partnerships with key stakeholders,
adopting excellence in our processes,
utilizing
technology
and
ensuring
continuous development based on
scientific research.”
The organization’s mission statement should
be embedded throughout external facing
platforms as these give information to
diverse stakeholders including unrelated
external actors. In the analysis of the website
and of social media we found the following:
• The website presents the mission
statement, it has a lot of valuable
information presented in fragmented
segments.
• There is a clear focus in social media of
showing the operation of the organization
and sharing their activities as well as
research on ‘Reading Aloud’.
• Social media is predominantly in Arabic
and English, it varies by post but few of
them are in both languages. Images are
mostly in Arabic.
There were several interviews conducted
with individuals which are currently involved
with the organization to identify their grasp
on the purpose of the organization.
The result of the interviews with staff and
leadership within the organization showed a
very strong alignment in terms of
acknowledgement of the purpose of WLR as
well as a clear understanding of why the
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program is important and the impact it has
not only on the intrinsic motivation of children
but also on the secondary impacts it has on
diverse actors.
In terms of external actors, current and
potential
partners
all
had
different
motivations behind what results they sought
from the program. These ranged from:
• Increasing academic skills of children Donor/Partner
• Improving
refugee
education
–
Donor/Partner
• Bridging
segregation
–
Current
International Ambassador
• Giving access to informal education for
immigrant children – Current International
Ambassador
• Unifying and integrating refugees –
Current International Ambassador
• Giving access to education – Current
International Ambassador
The interviews with current donors reflected
an interest in the academic impact that the
organization’s actions can bring to specific
populations while reading ambassadors
seemed more centered around integration of
specific populations which is well within the
range of the organization’s mission.
Theory of Change
This gives way to bridge onto the clarity of
the theory of change of the organization’s
interventions and the core outcomes that it
seeks to achieve. The direct outcome is very
clear: foster the love of reading in children.
Nonetheless, there are additional indirect
outcomes of the program on children and on
volunteers. Most of these indirect outcomes
are documented in research but the totality
of effects was not found to be expressly laid
out in a concise theory of change.
In external facing media, the theory of
change is portrayed in a fragmented manner
which makes it easier to catch for actors
which are already familiarized with WLR
nonetheless for actors unfamiliar with the
organization it does not reflect the internal
clarity that the organization has and it

reduces the efficiency with which it can
possibly attract partners, volunteers and
donors.
Some of the International Ambassador’s
description of the way they found out about
what the organization does referred solely to
documents made about the organization by
third parties or meeting the founder in events.
There was never a mention of the information
that the organization itself is sharing through
its media.
Operation Tied to Further Mission
Currently, the organization’s activities and
resources are centered wholly on training
volunteers, following through with existing
partnerships, following up with reading
ambassadors and internal projects focused
on strengthening the capacity of the
organization through the automatization of
processes. All with the very clear focus of
furthering their mission. This reflects a strong
internal alignment with the mission.
Measurement of Impact
This section uses as a base the “Major Areas
of Impact” section in the WLR Website which
mentions the following areas: Early
Childhood
Development,
Women
Empowerment, Refugees, Psychosocial and
Mental Health.
As it was previously mentioned, there have
been several studies done to understand the
impact of the program. Table 5 summarizes
the proven impact of the WLR program and
which major area of impact it falls within.
100% of the “Major Areas of Impact” have
been proven in specific contexts through
studies in collaboration with multilateral
organizations and the academic community
such as: UNICEF, Hashemite University,
Qatar University, Yale University, Cambridge
University and the University of Chicago. The
research mentioned was specifically on the
WLR program, there is an additional body of
literature that proves the beneficial aspects
of reading interventions to children.
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Table 5: Proven Impact of the WLR program.
Major Areas of Impact
Proven Impact
Early
Psychosocial
of WLR
Refugee
Childhood
and Mental
Program
Context
Development
Health
Improved
Reading
X
Practices1
Increased
Positive Attitude
X
X
X
Towards
Reading1
Decrease Stress
and
X
X
X
Hyperactivity2
Increase in
Empathetic
X
X
Concern3
Awareness for
Environmental
X
Issues4
Increase in
Leadership
Skills5

Women
Empowerment

X

1. Unicef and Qatar University
Yale University Final Report: The Impact of the We Love Reading Pilot Program on the Psycosocial
Health of Participating Children in Za’atari Refugee Camp
3. Hashemite University and the University of Chicago
4. Hashemite University and Qatar University Reading Social Stories in the Community: A Promising
Intervention for Promoting Children’s Environmental Knowledge and Behavior in Jordan.
5. We Love Reading – A Women’s Literacy Program in the Arab World. Hashemite University and
Cambridge University.
Source: Based on Document Analysis.

2.

In terms of quantitative impact, Taghyeer
keeps track of the amount of people who
have been trained by the organization (7,403
people – 98% in Jordan), the number of
books that have been distributed (over
250,000 storybooks printed) and the average
number of children that attend reading
sessions (20 children) 8.
Governance and Leadership Structure
The
organization’s
headquarters
is
comprised of a staff of under 20 people.
There is also a board comprised of four

individuals, including the current CEO of the
Taghyeer organization.
Authority within the organization
Based on observational data and interviews,
there is a very clear authority within the
organization in terms of overarching and
critical decision making. Both the CEO and
the Founder have a strong presence and
veto power in guiding the nonprofit towards
their goals. There are other authority figures
within the organization such as leads in
program management, nonetheless the

8

Average calculated by WLR through their
outreach to Reading Ambassadors initiative.
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direction and strategy of the organization is
centralized on the previously mentioned duo.
Although decision-making is centralized,
there is an effort to integrate the voice of
other staff into the decision making in the
form of weekly meetings used to inform each
other on the progress of the week,
challenges that have been confronted, and
strategy for the coming week. There is not a
strong indicator that the board had a strong
influence over the direction of the
organization and the board members are all
local actors.
Existing leadership role
A very important aspect is understanding the
type of leadership that the organization is
exercising currently. A traditional leadership
role has four dimensions: organizational
aspects (internal or external) and operations
(current or future) and effective leadership
should perform well in every dimension and
know when to lean into each role (Nanus &
Dobbs, 1999). This gives way to four types of
leadership roles:

Among other aspects, the CEO is
spearheading a very large internal project
which is focused on automatizing the
organization’s processes which are not yet
automated including: Human Resources,
Projects, Media and Quality Measure and
Evaluation. Leaning into the “Change Agent”
role, his focus is on adapting the structure of
the organization to enable the organization in
managing future tasks.
On the other hand, the Founder is very much
an external representation of what the
organization is trying to achieve, she
embodies the organization’s mission and is
focused on getting external actors to know
about Taghyeer’s work in the local and
international community through academia
and multilateral forums. As the founder, she
is very successful at portraying a coherent
vision of the organization and bringing
stakeholders on board. Additional to this, she
is currently evaluating the different strategies
that could be undertaken in order to achieve
the organization’s goals, especially in terms
of business models available for the
organization.
Human Resources Management
Most nonprofits are made up of two types of
human resources: voluntary and paid. A
distinct aspect that makes Taghyeer an
organization an attractive place to work is its
non-wage aspects, including its purpose.
Research has long upheld the positive
relationship between employee’s individual
performance (Marchington & Zagelmeyer,
2005) and the management of human
resources (Khilji & Wang, 2006) in the
success of organizations.

Figure 2: Figure 7.3 Leadership Roles in Nonprofit
Organizations - Nonprofit Organizations, Theory
management, policy. Helmut K. Anheier 2005

Based on the main activities and projects that
both leaders are undertaking, it was found
that the CEO is currently undertaking a
“Change Agent” role while the Founder is
undertaking a “Visionary and Strategist” role.
Something that unifies both actors is their
vision on the future of the organization.

Current Human Resource Architecture
Ridder et al. 2012 identified four typologies
of human resource architectures attributed to
nonprofits based on their human resource
and strategic orientation. The four nonexclusive typologies are: administrative (low
HR, low strategic), motivational (high HR,
low strategic), strategic (low HR, high
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strategic) and value driven (high HR, high
strategic)9.
Taghyeer is currently working within an
administrative architecture with a lower
human resource orientation and a medium
degree of strategic orientation. It is focused
on
solidifying
its
human
resource
management by adopting good practices
from other sectors while fulfilling the external
commitments with partners and adapting the
staff on board to partner’s and project needs.
The administrative processes within human
resources will soon be completely
automated. From an initial human resource
management that covered only payroll and
personnel, it now includes recruitment
practices and evaluation of personnel.
Additionally, there is manual of procedures
for each area of the organization. These
establish goals for the area and a description
of the processes within the area and are
continuously revised throughout the constant
evolution and growth of the organization.
The performance process is undertaking a
transformation as the new management
system will include 360- degree performance
reviews for staff at headquarters. The
performance review will evaluate diverse
characteristics depending on the specific role
including: commitment to the organization,
customer orientation, change leadership,
achievement orientation, impact & influence
among others10. When this is implemented, it
will be used to determine training needs for
the staff and will feed into creating a tailored
training for the areas that personnel need
reinforced. This shows the commitment of
the organization to internal staff and when
implemented it will move the HR architecture
higher in the HR orientation.
In terms of volunteers, there are annual
meetings for local volunteers who were
recently trained where they can share best
practices, and hear about updates to the
training and new research. It is a refresher on
what they learned and an added value in
terms of keeping them motivated. The
9

Refer to Appendix 2 for more details.

organization also reaches out to all other
volunteers through an annual reach out
initiative by phone and by sharing
newsletters with relevant information.
Main Motivators
Looking through Reading Ambassador’s
testimonials and speaking to several of them
it is clear that their motivation is focused
primarily on bringing joy to children and
seeing the enthusiasm which they display
when they hear the stories. Some additional
examples of motivations mentioned through
interviews were mentioned in the Mission
section and included:
• Bridging segregation
• Giving access to informal education for
immigrant children
• Unifying and integrating refugees
• Giving access to education
An impact assessment made in 2017 by a
third party identified that the main reasons for
Reading Ambassadors to discontinue
sessions were: 33% no follow up and
guidance, 12% moving to a new place, 9%
lack of books, 3% books were not diverse
(Aqrabawi, Qursha, Hiyari, 2017).
Additionally, through interviews with staff, the
common thread was alignment to fostering
the love of reading in children, nonetheless
very few of them had recently had a chance
to visit local reading sessions.
Funding Strategy
Mechanisms

and

Accountability

Funding and accountability were placed in
the same category because of the high level
of impact that accountability of an
organization has over funding. Funding
refers to the strategy that a nonprofit adopts
to secure funds and how it impacts their
sustainability.
On
the
other
hand,
accountability refers to transparency of
resource allocation and its subsequent
impact.

10

Based off of Taghyeer’s prototype evaluation forms.
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Transparency Mechanisms
The financial management of Taghyeer is
based on the balanced scorecard method. It
follows protocols consistent with total quality
management and is equipped with
accountability
mechanisms
built
into
contracts with partners in terms of disclosing
information regarding the allocation of their
funds. There is also an annual report which
the organization creates for all stakeholders
to have access to which includes annual
impact.
Volunteers and actors unaffiliated with the
organization have limited access to
information
regarding
the
financial
distribution and cost drivers.
Funding Strategy
Taghyeer’s funding strategy regarding
concentration or diversification as well as
determining which sources of funds to seek
is not explicitly laid out. There are three main
sources of funding that are available for
nonprofits: public sector payments, private
giving, and private fees and charges
(Aneheier, 2005).
Over the past five years, an overwhelming
percentage of the revenues of Taghyeer
organization was is in the form of grants from
large funders in the public sector (not
necessarily government but government
funded multilaterals) and private foundation
giving 11 . Large funding partners have
allowed the organization to invest in its
structure in order to build capacity and
formalize internal processes to build
capacity.
The fundraising is done mainly by the
Founder of the organization, in the
attendance of academic and international
events she has created a strong network of
allies within nonprofits and multilaterals who
are inspired by her leadership and initiative.
The staff acts as a support for the Founder
but it is not necessarily the staff’s

responsibility to input on what strategy to
follow.

3.3 Recommendations by Component
The
following
recommendations
are
subdivided into the element within which they
fall. They are to be internalized as actions
that could complement the current strategy
of operational capacity that Taghyeer is
currently undertaking.
Mission Statement
1. Be more upfront about the core purpose
The current mission statement covers a lot of
ground and is focused on describing
attributes of a program rather than on
describing the mission of the organization.
Programs may be adapted, complemented
or changed throughout time, but the efforts of
the organization will most likely not change.
Consider emphasizing ‘Fostering the love of
reading in children’ upfront and the rest
should support this idea. The mission
statement is a communication mechanism to
all stakeholders of the very reason for the
existence of an organization (Anheier, 2005).
People unfamiliar with the organization
should be able to catch on to the
organization’s purpose through this.
There is a minimum difficulty for
implementing this and would require
brainstorming among the leadership and
staff at headquarters and potentially include
consulting other stakeholders to come up
with a renewed mission.
2. Streamline and focus external facing
outlets
The organization has a very clear idea of
what the mission of the organization is, this
should be reflected on external facing
outlets. Having clarity on external outlets will
allow the organization to attract potential
volunteers, partners and donors.
The website has many tabs with very
valuable information, the integration of some

11

2015: 99%, 2016: 98%, 2017: 89% and 2018:
99%. Information provided by Taghyeer.
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tabs
and
streamlining
of
repeated
information can make the message clearer.
As an example, the organization operates in
different contexts with variations of the core
model. The website implies this through
highlighting different interventions that have
been made but it does not summarize in one
tab what the indispensable parts of the
program are and how it can be streamlined
or complemented based on the context in
which it operates.
In social media, the content shared is very
valuable, but the international aspect of the
program and its adaptability is not
necessarily highlighted. As the organization
states, they seek to be in the ‘MENA region
and the world’ this would require more
inclusive posts in terms of translations,
imagery and diversity. International reading
ambassadors could share more about their
work and be recognized in social media,
posts could uniformly be translated into
several languages.
Taghyeer has control over its website
content and social media posts in-house
which gives more freedom to the
organization
in
acting
over
them.
Nonetheless, agreement on the external
strategy and a deep revision of online
content is time consuming work.
3. Create an explicit theory of change for
implementation
As it was mentioned in the assessment, the
organization has a lot of clarity on their theory
of change in abstract, nonetheless it is not
yet laid out explicitly. This can be a very
powerful tool that could be used to integrate:
the mission, main target population, activities
performed and the intended impact.
4. Create a more systematic qualitative
data collection
The program has been proven to have a
positive impact on many aspects ranging
from childhood development, psychosocial
health
of
children
and
leadership
development
of
women
Reading
Ambassadors. Formal research has the
benefit of proving that an intervention works

in certain contexts. Nonetheless, as thirdparty research is expensive and cannot be
done continuously, the systematic collection
of data through qualitative surveys from
volunteers and to a certain degree from
children should not be underestimated.
A baseline survey could be created through
which to continuously receive input
potentially from volunteers and children
periodically. This data could help inform
strategy decisions and updating of the model
not only in terms of satisfaction with the
service but also impact and evolution
throughout time.
This
taps
into
Human
Resource
Management
strategy
as
well
as
Accountability. The organization currently
does a phone follow-up to Reading
Ambassadors every year, nonetheless the
wealth of information that is acquired through
phone cannot be analyzed.
Governance and Leadership
5. Reinforce ‘present’ orientation
The leadership duo of the CEO and the
founder of the organization is very
complementary and create a good balance
of external and internal orientation focus
while thinking about the future of the
organization in terms of the capacity and
sustainability of the WLR program.
The only recommendation is to not lose sight
of the present orientation in terms of local
fundraising, for the spread of the project
locally in Jordan, and on empowering
individuals within the organization to develop
their potential and contribute to strategic
decisions – this is complemented with
recommendations in Human Resource
Management.
The operation of the program in Jordan is the
exemplification of the different contexts
within which it can be applied: from local
neighborhoods to refugee camps, from
affluent to marginalized settings. Spreading
the program in Jordan is part of proving its
added value to different communities.
Tapping into local sources of funding could
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secure the organization’s existing operations
and be a platform for the expansion. An area
that has a lot of potential is the private sector
through corporate responsibility practices,
the organization has had one partnership but
this could be extrapolated to other private
sector actors and even private giving.
6. Strategic selection of board members
The Board of Taghyeer Organization
seemed to not play a very active role in the
daily operation of the organization. Although
there are nonprofit organizations which are
successful without the need of having a very
strong presence of a board, it would be
advisable that the selection of board
members be more strategic and aligned with
the organizational goals in terms of: knowhow, interest, advocacy and regional
expertise. WLR has a very large network of
people and integrating key members of this
network could work in favor of the
organization.
Some of the most common functions of
boards, apart from overseeing the operation
of an organization, is to enhance the
organization’s public standing (Anheier,
2005). Currently, the public standing of the
organization mostly rests on the shoulders of
the Founder. There could be more reach and
capacity if board members would be willing
to take on this role. Nonetheless, it is not
easy to identify highly qualified and
motivated individuals who would be willing to
invest time and effort into an organization
without remuneration.
Human Resource Management
7. Move towards Value-Based HRM
Taghyeer
organization
is
currently
undergoing a strengthening and re-vamping
of their human resource management
practices. This is a great opportunity to think
of other ways to integrate not only the growth
of staff but also the strategic aspects that
Taghyeer aspired to do through the WLR
program into the human resource practices
and move increasingly towards a value
based model.

As an exemplification, some simple
examples of practices that could be
integrated could be some of the following:
• Fostering that staff become Reading
Ambassadors in their own communities.
• A programmed monthly visit to reading
circles – could work doubly well in terms
of the organization’s connection to
volunteers.
8. Distinguish between diverse HR actors
Currently, there are two ‘types’ of actors who
are identified by the organization:
• Staff: referring to people working at
headquarters.
• Reading Ambassador: This refers to a
person who was either trained through the
volunteer training, trained as part of a
partnership and is a trainer of trainer or
received information on WLR and how to
conduct reading sessions outside of
Jordan.
By speaking to diverse stakeholders, we
found there is a large range of actors within
‘Reading Ambassadors’:
• Traditional
Reading
Ambassador:
formally trained through Taghyeer and
regularly hold reading sessions in their
local communities to spread the love of
reading.
• Reading Ambassador/Trainer of Trainer:
formally trained to train other people and
can formally pass on the program’s
method as is the case with most of WLR’s
partnerships with large NGOs where they
train the NGOs’ staff to replicate the
model – they do not necessarily have
reading circles.
• Reading Ambassador/Promoter Network:
is not necessarily formally trained by the
organization but had communication with
WLR
and received materials to
understand how the model operates. This
figure is prevalent in the international
context where reading ambassadors seek
connections with other nonprofits and
government to adapt the program and
implement potentially at a larger scale.
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Recognizing the different actors can help
create targeted HRM strategies and find
ways of engaging them based on their
motivations as well as giving them additional
tools to exercise their own autonomy.
9. Integration of volunteers into HR
strategy
The continued engagement of volunteers is
essential to the impact of Taghyeer. As it was
mentioned in the assessment, a lack of
follow-up and guidance was the main reason
why volunteers discontinued their reading
sessions (Aqrabawi, Qursha, Hiyari, 2017).
The organization is aware of this need and
their current staff limitations which is why
they are working on the reinforcement of the
Global Ambassador Network. A component
of GAN is a mobile application which will
allow volunteers to be connected all around
the globe and create community where they
can all mutually share best practices and talk
about the challenges they have faced. When
this is ready it will likely be a good way to
maintain the connection with and between
volunteers. (Refer to Box 2)
In the meantime, Human Resource
Management should be thinking about the
diverse ways and simple practices that they
will be using the platform to engage the
different types of volunteers through the
GAN which could start now even before the
platform’s launch and measure their
satisfaction and engagement as part of HR
metrics:
• Communication through email sharing
news of the organization, know-how, best
practices, digested research results.
• Interactive online video-conferences or
live sessions.
• Highlight volunteer’s exceptional efforts
through social media, when appropriate.
• A specific email account for volunteers
where they could receive quick continual
support.
• A
‘Frequently
Asked
Questions’
document.

• Surveys where volunteers could give their
opinion/ satisfaction degree on execution
of program (part of Recommendation 4).
Funding & Accountability
10. Increased transparency around the cost
structure
Strategic partners of the organization have of
access to reports regarding how their funding
has been utilized. Nonetheless, other
stakeholders do not have access to this kind
of information through external platforms.
Sharing this information publicly in the shape
of proportion of revenue spent towards:
training, book development, research,
outreach, fundraising would likely help
increase the legitimacy of the organization
even more than its current standing. This
could be included in annual reports which are
currently created but not available online.
Likewise, a more concrete and transparent
cost structure, would allow the variations of
the model (from the most robust and
expensive modality to the leanest – see
Table 1) to be attached to a cost range. Third
party stakeholders would be able to visualize
how they can collaborate with the
organization based on their interests and
funding capabilities.
11. Create a funding strategy
Currently, the funding has relied mainly on
the Founder of the organization. The
tendency has been to have large
international donors over long periods of time
with whom partnerships were created. These
partnerships happened through networking
connections and promoted through the
international recognition of the WLR
program. Taghyeer organization has been
very focused on maintaining the core of the
program
intact
throughout
these
partnerships which has served the program
well in terms of staying on track with its
mission. Nonetheless up until now, there has
been no explicit revenue strategy for the
organization.
The organization is currently at a financial
plateau
where
major
partnership
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collaborations are reaching their end after
five years. There is a clear need to establish
a funding strategy for the immediate term
and potentially tapping into other sources of
revenue. The strategy must be made based
on:
• Goals of the organization.
• Contextual limitations. Ex. red-tape
formalities such as Law No. 51 which
requires foreign funding to be approved by
the Council of Ministers.
• Region where it will operate.
• Target population.
The pool of funding will vary depending on
aspects such as the region it is operating in
and the population which it is targeting. This
is not an easy task as there will likely be a
different funding for local operation and
international operation as we will delve into
more in section four.

3.4 Summary of Recommendations
After looking at Taghyeer’s operation
through
the four elements, eleven
recommendations were emitted as can be
seen in Table 6. They are each evaluated on
the ease of implementation from high to low
based on their complexity, the current

operation of the organization, and the
relevance of each recommendation to
current strategies being implemented.
From diagnosing the different elements, the
organization’s life cycle is currently at a youth
stage where there is an emphasis on growth
and the structure within the organization is a
lot more formalized and specialized by roles
(Anheier, 2005). The management style
required at this stage is mission driven which
denotes the importance of having a very
clear mission throughout.
All these recommendations are centered
around the goals of the organization being
clear to stakeholders and working with
existing expertise of the organization.
Although they have varying levels of
complexity, all of the recommendations can
be worked towards through small actions.
These elements will continue to evolve along
with
the
organization
and
the
recommendations are meant to be a
recollection of actions that can prepare
Taghyeer for 1) maintaining quality as the
WLR program grows and 2) taking
advantage of all the opportunities that can
emerge for the organization
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Mission Statement

Table 6: Summary of Operational Recommendations
No.

Recommendation

1

Be more upfront
about the core
purpose

2

Streamline and
focus external
facing outlets

3

Funding &
Accountability

Human Resource Management

Governance &
Leadership

4

Create an explicit
theory of change
for implementation
Create a more
systematic
qualitative data
collection

5

Reinforce ‘present’
orientation

6

Strategic selection
of board members

7

8

Move towards
Value-Based
Human Resource
Management
Distinguish
between diverse
HR actors

9

Integration of
volunteers into HR
strategy

10

Increased
transparency
around the cost
structure

11

Create a funding
strategy

Activities

Ease of
Implementation

• Brainstorming session at headquarters
• Consultation with other stakeholders

High

• Deep revision of website and
additional platforms to synthesize and
• Inclusive globalized social media
strategy
• Portray in a diagram the operational
theory of change upon which the
organization is currently working
• Creation, sending and collecting
targeted surveys
• Create a local fundraising strategy for
internal expansion: CSR, private
giving
• Identify highly qualified and committed
individuals to help guide, fundraise
and hold the organizational
accountable
• Staff as Reading Ambassadors
• Staff with monthly visits to reading
circles
• Create segmented strategies to
engage actors who have different
motivations
• Use GAN as a tool for outreach and
engagement between Taghyeer and
volunteers
• Measure satisfaction and engagement
of volunteers as part of HR metrics What proportion of the volunteers are
you in contact with? -How helpful is
the content you send? -How has
sustainability improved?
• Publish Annual Report with financial
statements
• Distinguish between modality of the
model and its cost – denote the range
of options
• Based on Taghyeer’s growth strategy,
create a revenue strategy that will
fund the growth

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Medium

High

Medium
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4. QUANTITATIVE SCALE FOR THE WE LOVE READING PROGRAM
The overarching goal of Taghyeer
Organization is to spread the love of reading
to children in every country in the world
through the WLR program. Since its
inception, theory of the WLR Program has
spread into 47 countries without an outright
strategy. The way that it has spread has
been mainly sustained by an international
platform that the organization created
through its participation in multilateral and
academic forums as well as through
research collaboration with prestigious
universities around the world.
Nonetheless, this strategy has its limits:
• It is mainly centered around the presence
and charisma of the founder. This leads to
sporadic and unharnessed growth and
possibly underutilization of the total
potential of collaboration.
• Of the total of 4,850 Reading
Ambassadors, 89% are in Jordan while
11% are abroad12.
• The sustainability of the program in many
of the countries where it has expanded
depends mainly on individuals (91%)
instead
of
collaborations
with
organizations that have a larger
infrastructure13.
• Of international Reading Ambassadors,
only 3% of those that are individuals have
been formally trained while 100% of those
within formal collaborations have been
trained14.
These conditions limit the type of modality
that can be used of the WLR Model and as
well as the potential of the program to
expand within a country. Even the most
innovative model and capable organization
does not ensure that the spread of the
program will be successful, a very select few
nonprofit organizations have been able to
become international actors (Uvin, 1995).
The challenge of quantitative scaling is not
12

Calculated based on information sent by
Taghyeer Organization.

based on single constraints, such as lack of
evidence or technology, it is a process
challenge where attention to detail of
implementation at a large scale can
determine if the effort succeeds or fails
(Chandy, Hosono, Kharas, Linn, 2013). In
order to get closer to reaching their goal, an
external growth strategy with a timeframe fit
for the organization’s vision, capacities and
constraints is necessary.
This is why a growth strategy is so important.
The
strategy
and
timeframe
of
implementation should be developed and
owned by the organization and should be a
living strategy that is fed by the
organization’s:
needs,
context
and
challenges as well as successes. Whichever
strategy is chosen should have the flexibility
to be periodically adapted based on the
organization’s experiential learning.

4.1 Archetypes of Nonprofit Growth
Strategies
What are the generalized typologies of
strategies that nonprofit organizations have
followed to increase their reach? Many
factors influence the type of strategy that can
be followed including the type of
good/service that is provided, the context
and the nonprofit’s current constraints.
Hartmann and Linn 2008 identify three of the
most common organizational paths that have
been followed by nonprofits: expansion,
replication and spontaneous diffusion.
• Expansion
is
associated
with
a
hierarchical institutional approach and
usually involves a pilot within the nonprofit
and organizational reforms. The benefits
of this path is the possibility that the
organization has for quality control, the
down side is that the nonprofit would be
responsible of adapting to local contexts
and managing the whole of the operation
13
14

Ibid.
Ibid.
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(Hartmann & Linn, 2008). An organization
that has followed mainly an expansion
strategy is: Room to Read.

the questions of ‘can it grow?’ from ‘should it
grow?’ Chandy, Hosono, Kharas, Linn,
2013).

• Replication involves scaling up a
nonprofit’s
model
intervention
by
collaboration with the same type
(nonprofit to nonprofit) or different
organizations (nonprofit to Government).
A very common model that has been used
by nonprofits and falls into this category is
the ‘franchise’ model where there is a
central entity that oversees the standards
that have to be met by the partners and in
turn the central entity provides services
such as training or technical assistance
(Hartmann & Linn, 2008). In this case,
Teach For All has been a nonprofit that
has adopted a replication strategy as a
means to scale.

Practitioners from BCG offer six key
questions that could be helpful in assessing
if an organization is ready to scale: 1) Have
you earned the right to grow? 2) Do you
manage costs effectively 3) Are conditions
for success in place? 4) Can you fund the
growth? 5) Do you have the right people and
leadership? 6) Is your organization model
scalable? (Holley & Woods, 2016)

• The third path is spontaneous diffusion, it
involves the spread of ideas and best
practices practically of their own accord
(Hartmann & Linn, 2008), this strategy has
also been called ‘open source’.

4.2 Readiness for Scale
Before thinking of growth strategies, it is
important to analyze if the organization is a
point where scaling is its next logical step.
Chandy et al 2013 refer to two useful
frameworks one which separates the factors
of capacity for growth from readiness for
growth and a second one which separates

15

Based on the findings of the WLR Model in
Section
2,
analysis
of
Taghyeer’s
Organizational Scale in Section 3, and the
current practices of the organization 15 an
approximate evaluation for the readiness for
scale was determined. Table 7 shows a scale
of low to high readiness in every aspect
within the questions.
As it can be seen, on most aspects Taghyeer
Organization is at a place where scale is an
option especially because many of the
internal projects they are undertaking tackle
these issues. Nonetheless, there is still work
to be done especially in the “measurable
results” category. On one part, it is hard to
measure all of the positive long-term
externalities it has on children and volunteers
and on the other the immediate statistics
currently cannot go further than the training
of volunteers.

See Appendix 2 detailed operation of WLR.
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Table 7: Six Key Questions to Assess Readiness for Scale
Question

Readiness of Taghyeer
Organization - WLR Program

Elements

High
Have you
earned the right
to grow?

Do you manage
costs effectively

Are conditions
for success in
place?
Can you fund
the growth?
Do you have
the right people
and leadership?
Is your
organization
model
scalable?

High-quality programs/services that
deliver on mission.
Measurable results
Effective model which is meeting
goals of quality and impact.
Understand current cost structure
Understand added costs of growth
Benchmarking to understand budget
drivers
Existing need for service in target
area
Availability of resources in target
area: staff, partners, government
support etc.
Find main sources of revenue
Create a budget with a cushion of
estimated costs
Skills needed for start-up phase differ
from those in the growth phase –
identify when to share management
and complement skills.
Make sure key strategy can be
replicated and key processes are
robust and consistent.

Medium

Low

X
X
X
X
X
X

Based on Strategy - TBD

Based on Strategy - TBD

X

X

Source: Questions - Bruce Holley and Wendy Woods. Is your nonprofit ready to grow? BCG.
Evaluation based on previous analysis in this document.

4.3 Viable Options for Strategic
Focus
There are multiple strategic focuses that
Taghyeer could take in terms of identifying a
way to foster its growth. The focus of this
section will be to identify viable options
based on the type of model that they use and
their current capacity in order to have a
higher likelihood of accomplishing their goal.
The nature of the service provided y
Taghyeer organization requires a lot of
adaptation to the local context. This along
with the high financial implications rule out
“expansion” strategies. The strategies will

be focused on international scale as
national scale is currently being
undertaken by the organization.
There are four focuses that the scale strategy
could undertake for international growth that
will be explored three in replication and one
in spontaneous diffusion:
1. Spontaneous Diffusion through a
strategic upgrading of the status quo;
2. Replication through international actors;
3. Replication through local actors;
4. Replication through targeting a more
focused population.
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In all cases, it is key to involve actors working
in the local context for the program to be
successfully adapted. The strategy options
are meant to be a tool through which to think
about
creating
a
more
detailed
implementation plan. Throughout the section
it is important to keep in mind Taghyeer’s
value proposition: generating an intrinsic
love of reading in children, empowerment of
local community members, creation of
literate environments in communities.
Likewise, it will be important for Taghyeer to
be clear on what it means to have presence
in a country as it can range from: ongoing
project,
officially
trained
Reading
Ambassadors or contacts that are part of the
WLR network. Defining this will be key in
terms of accountability and transparency
efforts.

4.4 Spontaneous Diffusion - Strategic
Upgrading of the Status Quo
The first option, which is technically
unrestrictive of region, is that of creating a
more formalized Global Network or
reinforcing the status quo.
Since 2006, the WLR program has spread to
47 countries, nonetheless the depth of the
impact within these countries has not yet
been measured and seems limited. 91% of
the international spread of the program has
been through motivated individuals who
reach out to Taghyeer, the remaining 9%
was
through
collaboration
with
organizations 16 . Most of these individuals
have not received a training, they have
received documents with the theory of how
to create libraries in communities without the
practice and interactive component.
There are some cases where individual
Reading Ambassadors are trying to use their
network to engage different stakeholders
such as the government or other nonprofits
to spread the program.

Nonetheless, this strategy places a limit to
the reach that the model can have within a
country:
1. The spread of the idea on its own through
one individual does not necessarily
represent the WLR program and its
diverse components – no quality
oversight.
2. However large the impact of the program
may be, there is currently limited
possibilities to estimating the impact.
Maintaining the status quo and increasing
international presence would imply a strong
need for effective technological tools and use
of platforms. In this re-vamping of the status
quo there are two very indispensable factors:
availability of online training and the GAN.
Online Training
In terms of the online training, having a very
strong and engaging training is a must. If the
model is to maintain its impact abroad,
potential Reading Ambassadors should have
all of the tools and knowledge behind it.
Although there is currently a language
limitation, the translation into some of the
most used languages would be a worthwhile
investment. This only after the online training
is at a stage where it is a strong product with
user approval.
To increase its visibility, the training could
potentially be uploaded on Massive Online
Open Course (MOOC) platforms which are
commonly used around the world. After the
training, the trainees should be directed to
register in the GAN (See Box 2). This would
be useful not only for the ambassador who
will be able to track their own progress,
organize their readings and visualize the
evolution of their impact but also for
Taghyeer in terms of accountability and
follow up.
An added benefit is that this would facilitate
a visualization in real time data of the WLR
community worldwide. As volunteers pay it
forward, their trainees could be trained in a

16

Calculated with data shared by Taghyeer
Organization.
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formal manner through the online training
with their support and be registered on the
GAN.
GAN
The GAN (refer to Box 2) is a key tool in this
strategy to create a worldwide community
where people with similar values can share
motivational stories and challenges that they
have confronted.
Currently, Taghyeer is ideating GAN for X
reasons as it is mentioned in Box 2: 1) backend management of projects, 2) an
organizational
tool
for
Reading
Ambassadors and 3) a space for volunteer
peer-to-peer connection.
Nonetheless it would be important to take
advantage of the design of this tool in
additional ways including: 1) accountability
and 2) outreach and engagement.
In terms of accountability the flip side of
allowing ambassadors to organize and keep
track of their reading sessions is that it could
allow Taghyeer to have a clearer
understanding of the growth of the program.
If included in the functionalities, the mobile
application in connection with the back-end
project management will allow a more
accurate
measurement
of:
active

ambassadors and permeation within a
region.
On the other hand, the connection aspect
should not only represent the possibility of a
space where volunteers interact peer-topeer, it can be used as a tool to reach out
and engage people who have been trained
and registered on the application and create
a stronger bond between Taghyeer and the
volunteers. This could be used to improve
retention
and
motivate
Reading
Ambassadors to share the knowledge.
The Online Training and the GAN together
can be tools for an active outreach strategy
to maintain different actors engaged. As it
was
mentioned
in
Section
3
Recommendation 8, there are three
important actors to distinguish: traditional
Reading Ambassadors, partnership Reading
Ambassadors and promotor Reading
Ambassadors. Each with a different profile,
interests and needs (See Table 8).
Following this strategy would require
consciousness of the limitations that it may
bring, this would imply having a more flexible
time-frame for goals. Likewise, it requires an
awareness of the need for more tailored
material for a proactive reach out by
Taghyeer to those who have self-selected as
interested in the WLR program.

Table 8: Needs based on a Profile of Reading Ambassadors
Profile
Needs
-Motivation to keep holding sessions
-Tips on how to engage children
Traditional
-Motivation to record and recognize their
progress
-Tips on how to find books.
-Motivation to follow-up on trainees
-Tips on how to engage trainees
Formal Partnership – Trainer of Trainer
-Easy access to registering system to follow
up on project progress
-Access to other promotors to exchange
ideas, individual follow up to check in on
Promotor Network
progress and challenges in engaging
additional stakeholders.
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4.5 Replication Options – Focused on
Region
Narrowing the immediate term scope is
recommended in terms of the possibility to
short-list potential partners. This would not
entail narrowing the overarching goal of
Taghyeer, it would simply imply that the
organization recognizes that to get to their
goal they have to make a conscious effort
and build their way up to it. The main way to
narrow the scope would be by region.
As the WLR program is focused on children,
we will use the 2018 regional classification of
UNICEF which classifies 203 countries into
seven regions: East Asia and Pacific, Europe
and Central Asia, Latin America and the
Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa,
North America, South Asia and Sub Saharan
Africa. MENA is the third region with the
lowest adult literacy rate of 75% only
surpassed by South and West Asia 72% and
Sub-Saharan Africa 65%.
The average number of hours that are spent
reading in the Arab States per year is 35.24
hours as calculated in the Arab Reading
Index 2016 (Ghriss et al, 2016). This is a
figure that is difficult to compare to other
regions as this calculation was done
specifically for the region, nonetheless the
reading habits within homes are comparable
through PIRLS.
Ten out of twenty-two Arab States took part
in the PIRLS: Bahrain, Egypt, Iran, Kuwait,
Malta, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia
and the United Arab Emirates. Although Arab
States are incredibly diverse, if we take these
countries as a sample to understand home
reading habits in the region, we find that
there is an important deficiency in terms of
the children who are read to ‘often’ when
compared it to the international average
(27% in Arab States, 39% International
Average).
This can be traced back to a strong
difference in the number of parents in the

region who self-expressed an enjoyment of
reading as a habit 24% against the
international average of 32%. A concerning
issue is that there was a significant decrease
in parent’s attitudes towards reading in six
out of the ten Arab countries which
participated in the survey17 while the region’s
gross enrollment rate in pre-primary
programs remains markedly low at 25%
(UNESCO, 2015).
Additionally, crises such as those of
Palestine, Syria, Iraq, Libya and Yemen to
name a few, have had an impact on the
developmental gains of the region –
specifically education (UNESCO, 2017).
These conflicts have generated violence and
human rights violations which resulted in a
surge of forced migration (Lynch & Brand,
2017). An estimated of 47 million people in
the Arab States have been impacted by
these conflicts (UNESCO, 2017) of which
more than 13 million children are not
attending school in countries that have been
affected by conflict either directly or indirectly
(UNICEF, 2015).
There is a clear need for the WLR program
in the region. Additionally, there is a lot of
existing know how within Taghyeer
organization about the regional context. This
along with geographical proximity, language,
and the possibility to implement robust
versions of the mode makes the MENA
region a good option to focus on.
UNICEF classified 19 countries into this
region, including Jordan, and the We Love
Reading program has presence in 13 of
these countries. Nonetheless, the mere
presence in these countries does not mean
there is an active spread nor measurement
of the collective impact of the pay-it-forward
within the country.
Excluding Jordan, which is the origin of the
program, the country with the highest
number of Reading Ambassadors is Algeria
with
twenty-one
registered
reading
ambassadors (See Table 9). There is the

17

Malta, Iran, Qatar, United Arab Emirates,
Morocco, Saudi Arabia.
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possibility that there are more people
spreading the love of reading through the
WLR methodology, nonetheless there are
currently no systems in place to recollect this
information. The analysis will base off of the
existing data of people directly trained by one
of the three WLR methods.

Taking into account the recommended
region, there are three regional focuses that
could be undertaken to reach more children:
1. Replication through international actors;
2. Replication through local actors;
3. Replication through targeting a more
focused population.

Table 9. Reading Ambassadors in MENA Region
Country
Reading Ambassadors
Algeria
21
Bahrain
0
Egypt
5
Iran (Islamic Republic of)
1
Iraq
0
Israel
0
Jordan
4,297
Kuwait
0
Lebanon
1
Libya
0
Morocco
3
Oman
1
Qatar
0
Saudi Arabia
1
State of Palestine
3
Syrian Arab Republic
1
Tunisia
3
United Arab Emirates
3
Yemen
1
Total
4,341
Source: Information provided by Taghyeer Organization, February 2019.

4.5.1 Replication through
International Actors
Replication through international actors
would imply identifying multilaterals or
international nonprofits who are working in
the region and identify ways to create an
increased shared value through the WLR
program. This would imply that Taghyeer
Organization could give an added value to

their impact through a collaboration,
nonetheless it would require that the purpose
of the organizations be similar to that of
Taghyeer’s in order to preserve the core of
the program.
Taghyeer would be able to use existing
infrastructure of large nonprofits in order to
reach more children in the region and
permeate more into local communities
through their networks. If successful, some
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additional
include:
•

•

positive

externalities

could

Access to the partner’s extended network
of countries if there is a collaborative
proof of value in the initial regional
context of MENA.
Access to complementary resources for
Reading Ambassadors which could
potentially exponentiate their impact.

Nonetheless, to really take advantage of
these collaborations, the GAN should be in
place in order to not only measure how the
program expands but also to give new
Reading Ambassadors motivational and
organizational resources.
It is important to state that it is not necessary
nor recommended to tap into different
partners at the same time, it would be very
valuable to collaborate with one large
nonprofit. See Appendix 3. for an
exemplification
of
three
possible
collaborations with international actors
working in the region.

4.5.2 Replication through Local
Actors
This focus would entail a stronger effort by
the organization to actively engage local
actors in different countries. It would be
greatly focused on deepening the number of
children reached within countries through
local actors and creating a network of
Reading Ambassadors instead of having the
current ‘islands of excellency’.
After determining the region, there would
have to be a more detailed classification of
which are priority countries to target based
on criteria determined by Taghyeer. This is
important because, unlike the previous
strategy, Taghyeer will have to reach out to
a network of smaller organizations which will
most likely not have the structure and reach
of international organizations. See Appendix
18

By the end of 2017 there were 68.5 million
individuals forcibly displaced worldwide: 25.4 million
refugees in the world, 40 million internally displaced
people and 3.1 million asylum seekers. Refugee
children are especially in need of formal and informal

4 for a general example of the type of criteria
that could be evaluated to prioritize countries
in MENA region and examples of
collaboration within a ‘priority country’.
With the priority countries identified, the
organization can delve into the possible
partners that could be found within the
countries as well as donors that are investing
in the region. Access to sources of funding
would vary depending on the country and
partners. Partners might also have a lot of
insight as to how to reach national and
international sources to fund the program.
The strategy would entail a strong effort of
identifying community based organizations in
different cities within countries and doing a
reach out and follow-up. In the case where
there are already Reading Ambassadors, it
would be possible to include them in building
the country strategy as well as tapping their
know-how to identify organizations or to help
with the reach out.
This can be repeated for each of the priority
countries with a set a time frame for reaching
countries in the short-term, the semi-priority
in the medium term and finally the more
difficult countries in the longer term. The
dashboard, classifications and priorities may
change as the program gains more scale.

4.5.3 Replication through Prioritizing
a Specific Population
A third option would be to focus on a specific
sector of the population within Taghyeer’s
original target: children between the ages of
4-10. Taking into account existing know-how
and proof of impact, the focus could be on
displaced population from the region. There
is a great need among this population for
empowering community programs 18 .The
organization already has experience in two
refugee camps and the interventions were
well received by the refugee communities as
well as by the implementing partners.
educational interventions as they are five times more
likely to be out of school than their non-refugee
partners
https://www.unrefugees.org/refugeefacts/statistics/
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Likewise, Taghyeer has experience with
refugee
population
in
Jordanian
communities.
As previously stated, the MENA region will
be used to exemplify the process followed in
order to determine replication partners.
On its operation’s portal, UNCHR has 23
‘active situations’ three of which are in the
MENA region: Syria, Yemen and Iraq19. Of
these three, Iraq has mostly internally
displaced population while Syria and Yemen
citizens have fled into neighboring countries.
A great majority of displaced people in the
region are from Syria, where approximately
5.7 million people have left the country20. The
countries which have received these
refugees are: Turkey (64.1%), Lebanon
(16.6%), Jordan (11.8%), Iraq (4.5%) and
Egypt (2.3%).
Each country has a different way of
integrating refugees, some are more
predominantly camp oriented while others
have a lot more refugees integrated within
the countries’ neighborhoods. As a starting
point, it would be recommended to enter
refugee camps because: the model has been
proven to work very well in refugee camps,
refugees can take sustain this practice and
spread to other communities, there is a
concentration of resources in terms of
organizations and funds, camps are more
easily identifiable. Appendix 5 exemplifies
the case for identifying partners within
Turkey, main receiver of refugees from the
MENA region.
After identifying the actors operating in the
context, Taghyeer could reach out to:
1) Large international organizations such as
UNCHR or UNICEF with whom they have
previously collaborated and express
interest in replicating the WLR model in
other refugee camps. This would be ideal
as they would most likely have the most
access, leverage or local contacts to
speak to.
19

UNCHR Operational Portal –
Situations.
Retrieved
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations

Refugee
from:

2) Reach out to other international
organizations such as the ones listed
above, taking into account shared
purpose, to create a partnership in favor
of refugee communities.

4.6 Evaluation Criteria
Chandy et. al. 2013 emphasize that the
challenge of growing is divided into two main
areas: 1) financing scaled-up interventions
and 2) managing delivery to large numbers
of beneficiaries (Chandy, Hosono, Kharas,
Linn, 2013). In that sense, the proposed
strategies will be evaluated on criteria
relevant to Taghyeer Organization grouped
among to these two ‘buckets’. In the
financing aspect, cost and funding potential
will be evaluated. In the management of
delivery potential impact, permeating
potential, and resource efficiency will be
evaluated. All of the criteria will be weighed
equally.
Financial
•

Financial Feasibility: The strategies
considered will be evaluated based on
the
cost
implied
to
Taghyeer
Organization. As a nonprofit, revenues
are mostly tied into projects and
minimally to overhead costs. Funding is
a binding constraint for the organization
therefore a robust growth strategy that
would imply high costs in is currently not
a possibility for the nonprofit and is not in
their interest. Strategies with relatively
low-cost implications to Taghyeer will be
prioritized.

Management of Delivery
•

20

Potential Impact: The objective of
increasing the reach of the program is the
most salient matter. As Taghyeer’s goal
is set in terms of ‘countries’, therefore the
potential impact will be measured in
terms of accessibility to an increasing
amount of countries. Strategies which

ibid.
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open up the access to more countries will
be prioritized.

4.7 Evaluation and Final
Recommendation

•

Permeating Potential: A very important
goal of the organization and of the WLR
model in general is that it creates a sense
of ownership and it spreads throughout
communities. The growth strategy
options will be evaluated on the potential
to create a long-lasting imprint in the
countries where it spreads. This will be
measured in terms of potential diffusion
and reach of the model within the
countries.

Table 10 summarizes the evaluation of each
pathway
based
on
feasibility
and
attractiveness of the strategies for Taghyeer
organization. This is meant to be an
informative resource for the organization’s
ultimate creation of an external growth
strategy. The options were evaluated on a
point system based on viability in each
category ranging from lowest viability 0 to
highest viability 5, see Appendix 6 for details
on the evaluation.

•

Resource Efficiency: The Taghyeer
organization has a lot of very capable
human resources. Strategies that tap into
the know-how and capabilities of the
organization’s existing human and
administrative
resources
will
be
prioritized over those that would require
outsourcing or re-structuring.

After evaluating the four options with each
criterion unweighted, the highest ranked
option is the strategic updating of the status
quo and the lowest ranked option is
replication with local partners.

Table 10: Summary Table of Viable Options for Strategic Focus
Spontaneous
Replication
Diffusion
Criterion
International
Local
Status Quo 2.0
Partners
Partners
Financial
Management
of Delivery
Total

-Feasibility
-Reach
-Permeation
-Resource
Efficiency

5
5
2

4
4
3

1
1
4

Target
Population
Priority
4
2
4

4

4

3

4

15

9

14

16

*For more details on evaluation see Appendix 6.

Some of the clearest benefits of the updating
of the status quo is that it has a high
feasibility as Taghyeer is currently working
on this and has made a clear effort to use
technology. A large project currently is reiterating on the current online training which
has been piloted as well as creating a formal
GAN system which will help the organization
as well as the community of the WLR
program.

It is the strategy that could potentially have
the largest reach based on the ‘immediate’
access to different countries and it would
build upon the know-how of the organization
now channeled to creating a tightly bound
community abroad.
Additionally, if Taghyeer is successful in
implementing this strategy it would
exponentiate the possibility of collaborating
with diverse actors abroad as it would
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substantially reduce the financial feasibility
constraints of any of the other strategies.
The largest downside is that this policy option
has a relatively low potential to permeate
within the countries on its own in terms of
spreading into different regions, as it would
empower local community members who
would not necessarily be interested in putting
themselves in the position of leading a
movement within the country.
Nonetheless, this strategy can be
executed in complement to one of the
other
three
strategies.
The
recommendation in this case would be to
undertake the upgrading of the status quo in
tandem with replication through international

partners. Replication through international
partners has a much higher potential to
permeate within countries because of the
networks that international organizations
usually have in place in local communities.
Likewise, if done together, there could be
metrics established for the more intentional
partnerships and increasing the share of
trainings through partnerships while the
status quo upgrading would allow the
program to continue its natural spread.
Taghyeer can have a lot more room for
intentionality and pro-activism in terms of
their role in setting goals and reaching more
children within the region without limiting the
program’s growth into any other region.
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Conclusion
Taghyeer’s work is incredibly important. In
order to make literate environments available
in every community, they create social
capital within them to have local community
members take charge through the
establishment of an informal library where
children will have access to books and to
entertaining read-aloud sessions. Through
this method, they instill intrinsic motivation,
or better said a love of reading in children,
and promote their cognitive development
(Sullivan & Brown, 2013) which allows them
to reach their full potential as learners
(Marinak & Gambrell, 2008). This is very
powerful as it empowers communities to take
action towards their children’s future.
Reaching children all over the world will
entail a very strong and pro-active effort –
especially in maintaining the quality of the
elements of the model in order to ensure the
highest positive impact on communities. As
of now, the organization is already doing a lot
for building up their capacity. Nonetheless
these efforts can have exponential value if
they are focused on a clear long-term plan.
This document focuses on giving a thirdparty analysis of:

• The most important strengths and areas of
opportunity of the model in order to inform
capacity building and growth strategies.
• Understanding the current capacity of the
organization and offering a menu of action
items available for the organization to
strengthen existing efforts.
• Identifying and evaluating four viable
strategy options for the organization to
begin to think about a targeted growth
effort.
Taghyeer has many pathways which it could
follow to reach their goal, ultimately the most
important aspect for them to succeed is to
focus on selecting a pathway and identifying
measurable goals upon which to evaluate
their efforts. The strategy may be continually
adapted based on progress, circumstances,
feedback and best practices as they already
have experience in doing with the model.
The path to scale will be challenging but
Taghyeer’s motivating purpose is sure to
keep efforts on track. Hopefully this
document will be a useful contribution in the
form of insight on how to strengthen the
model, the organization and ultimately inform
the creation of a detailed growth strategy in
order to increase the reach and impact of the
WLR Model
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Appendix 1. Operation of Taghyeer Organization
The origin of WLR goes back to 2006 when
its founder, Dr. Rana Dajani, and her family
returned to Jordan after five years abroad in
the United States. At this time, she realized
that compared to western countries, there
were very few public libraries in Jordan and
those which existed did not have many of the
activities which engaged children in the
community. Additionally, she recognized that
children were unaccustomed to read for
pleasure. Being conscious of the benefits
that reading to children can have, not only on
their personal development but also on
society, she sought to be the change in her
corner of the world by hosting read-aloud
sessions in her community to foster a love of
reading in children.
After careful consideration about where
these sessions could be hosted, she decided
to approach her neighborhood mosque not
only because of its ubiquity in Jordan’s local
communities but also because it was a safe,
convenient and appropriate space for
families. She began with bi-monthly read
aloud sessions in the local mosque on
Saturdays, initially there were 25 children
between the ages of 4 and 10 and after two
weeks the number of children attending
doubled. A month later the read-aloud
session was complemented with the basic
functions of a library with a book lending
system that was incredibly well received by
children. This initial success led the founder
to eventually conceive of a replicable model.
What they do
This initial success led to the formalization of
the Taghyeer nonprofit which began to
operationalize the We Love Reading
program. The initiative was developed into
an innovative model that provides a practical
grassroots approach by involving the
community through the mobilization of local
volunteers
who
organize
read-aloud
sessions in public spaces to children
between the ages of 4 and 10 years of age
and through this instill the love of reading in
children.

Taghyeer’s mission as stated in their website
is:
“WLR provides a simple, sustainable, and
scalable ‘read aloud’ program to foster the
love of reading for pleasure among children
in the Middle East and Northern Africa
(MENA) region and globally, designed to
give ownership to local communities through
training
local
volunteers
as
‘WLR
Ambassadors’. We believe in empowering
and engaging our workforce, creating
partnerships with key stakeholders, adopting
excellence in our processes, utilizing
technology, and ensuring continuous
development based on scientific research.”
There are two important components for
creating impact in WLR’s model which are
the regular read aloud session and the library
lending system in local communities. To
facilitate these activities, WLR has several
functions that can be subdivided into those
directly impacting operation of the WLR
program: Training, Ambassador Follow-Up,
and Book Development and those which
indirectly
impact:
Research
and
Consultation.
Direct Functions
Training
A crucial part of the success of the program
is empowering local volunteers in holding
reading aloud sessions, known as WLR
Libraries, in their neighborhoods. The WLR
training was internally developed and
continually improved. It aims at giving
volunteers the necessary tools to read
engagingly to children in their community
and train them in operating a small booklending system.
The training focuses mainly on capacity
building
in
education,
information,
communication and soft skills. The
facilitators of the training use a curriculum
and manual as guidelines. There are three
different types of training that are part of
WLR: Volunteer Training, Trainer of Trainer
and Online. All of the trainings focus on
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developing public speaking skills, eye
contact and control of voice and body
language of the trainees and the core values
Summary of Trainings Imparted
Target
Type
Duration
Population
Volunteer

Local - Jordan

2 days

Trainer of
Trainer

Partnerships

4 days

Online

International

~6 hours

transmitted are
acceptance21.

Output

empathy,

respect

and

Complements

Volunteers with potential of
Reading Ambassador

- 25 books and a puppet
- Criteria for additional
selection of books

Trained personnel with ability
to impart ‘Volunteer Trainings’
Volunteers with potential of
Reading Ambassador

-Depends on the specific
partnership
-Criteria for the selection
of books

The Volunteer Training is the original training
mode which takes place mainly in the local
Jordanian context. The training session lasts
two days and is facilitated by trainers in the
WLR organization. The first day is focused
on sensitizing about the issue and
entrepreneurship and the second day is
focused on developing the soft skills
necessary to read to children. The training is
highly interactive and includes debates,
presentations,
visual
and
breathing
exercises. The output of this training are
volunteers with the potential of becoming
official Reading Ambassadors.
The ‘Trainer of Trainer’ mode is used in the
international context. It is a facilitated training
imparted by WLR staff focused on teaching
employees of partner organizations the
techniques required to train local volunteers.
It is a highly intensive training which lasts
four days and it builds upon the Volunteer
Training model. The participants are trained
to read aloud and on how to train others to
read aloud. The first day is focused on
teaching about the We Love Reading
philosophy, the second and third days
follows the same structure as the Volunteer
Training and finally the fourth day is focused
on teaching them about the Global
Ambassador Network so that they can use it
and train others. After the fourth day, there is
a practicum aspect to the course which

requires them to read aloud to children for
one month before receiving the certificate.
The output of this training is Trainers of
Trainers which can spread the method in
different contexts.
Finally, the Online Training is a new method
that aims to break down distance and border
barriers. It contains the same theoretical
content of the Volunteer Training adapted to
the online context. The training is aimed at
individuals around the world who are
interested in learning the techniques used by
WLR. There is an added layer of complexity
in making the training as interactive as the
Volunteer Training. It was piloted initially in
Arabic with 100 participants and is currently
integrating the feedback that was received.
The output of this training, like the Volunteer
Training, are volunteers with the potential of
becoming Reading Ambassadors.
Upon concluding the Volunteer or Online
trainings, the volunteers have the option to
commit to starting a WLR library in their
neighborhood or not. If they choose to
commit to this, the volunteers receive a mix
of books from local authors and WLR’s titles
along with a puppet (local Jordanian context)
or a checklist with criteria to guide them in the
selection of books (international context).
After two sessions implemented, volunteers
are
considered
potential
Reading
Ambassadors, after four readings they are

21

Acceptance refers to celebrating everyone equally,
beyond socially constructed differences.
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officially Reading Ambassadors and after
more than 48 sessions they are Changemakers.
Ambassador Follow-Up
In order to encourage volunteers to continue
with reading sessions and understand the
challenges that they face, WLR follows up
with them one month, three months, 9
months and 12 months after the initial
training. Currently, the organization contacts
them by phone to get feedback on the
amount of reading sessions that they have
done, as well as challenges that they have
faced.
For the Reading Ambassadors in Jordan, 6
months after their initial training WLR
organizes a reunion with trainees that were
in the same cohort or partnership so that they
share their stories with each other and the
organization shares advice on how to
overcome their challenges as well as
information regarding new research findings.
Likewise, once a year there is a huge
coordinated effort of WLR to contact all of the
historical Reading Ambassadors in their
database for the same purpose.
Development of books
Initially, WLR started with the creation of a
checklist with criteria intended to help
volunteers select books that are age
appropriate, visually attractive and contentneutral in terms of religion and politics.

The book development is usually tied to
partnership projects. Since they began
creating books, 32 titles have been
developed with the themes of: protecting the
environment as well as social issues
including: empathy, nonviolence, refugees,
gender, disabilities and social inclusion. Up
until 2018 over 250 thousand storybooks
have been printed.
The books are developed for the local
context with the help of local writers, artists
designers and linguists. There is no political,
religious or specific educational agenda in
the stories, they are focused on allowing the
child to enjoy the story.
Indirect Functions
As previously mentioned, there are
additional functions that WLR does which
includes
research,
consultation
and
education. The staff of WLR is committed to
contributing and collaborating in order to
generate research related to measuring the
impact specifically of the program on
different actors within the program (children
and volunteers) as well as research
regarding the importance of reading.
Likewise, WLR participates in academic
events and consultations to share the
program. All of these activities give an added
value and prestige to the program.

In 2013, through a partnership with the
British Embassy in Jordan, there was a
contest to develop two children’s books
focused on promoting empathy in children.
These books were so well received that the
organization began creating their own
children’s books, taking into account the
previous criteria mentioned, that could be
distributed to reading ambassadors within
Jordan and to specific international partners.
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Appendix 2. Literature Review for Organizational Scale Components
Through research and interviews with field
practitioners, four crucial elements within
NPOs were identified which can strongly
influence their operational success, they are:
mission
statement,
governance
and
leadership structure, human resources and
funding and accountability.
Mission Statement
The mission of an NPO represents the
organization’s purpose and objective, its
reason for existence which is ultimately
conveyed through mission statements
(Anheier, 2005). A ‘good’ mission statement
is one that articulates “…the organization’s
purpose and long-term goals; the needs that
the organization fills; the organization’s core
values and operating principles; and the
organization’s aspirations for the future
(vision statement).” (Anheier, 2005)
Mission statements are one of the most
essential management tools for executives in
NPOs (Bart & Tabone, 2000). They have
been proven to accurately reflect the
services which are provided by the NPOs
throughout time and therefore appear to
effectively be a key strategic instrument
guiding the direction of the organization in
practice (Koch, Galaskiewicz, Pierson, 2015).
The guidance comes in that the statement
can help constrain the scope of the impact
that the organization seeks, it enables the
organization in prioritizing tasks and it is a
base for determining the ‘bottom lines’ used
for creating performance indicators (Anheier,
2005).
Additional to direction, they also serve as an
internal and
external communication
mechanism which helps bring diverse
stakeholders to the table (Fyall, Moore,
Gugerty, 2018). In terms of human resources,
permanent and voluntary staff, the mission
can help attract and retain employees
because of the personal intrinsic reward that
a commitment to it generates (Brown,
Yoshioka, 2003). It not only helps in
22

retention, it has been recognized as an
increasingly
important
motivator
for
employees (Koch, Galaskiewicz, Pierson,
2015). On the other hand, it also draws
financial resources. Donors are initially
pulled-in by what the organization does, its
purpose, which is reflected in its mission
statement (Brinckerhoff, 2009). It is not
necessarily enough to have a compelling
mission statement, it is also important to
have coherence between the mission
statement the NPOs activities. Having a
credible theory of change of how the
organization is going to work and create
impact towards its long-term goals which is
coherent with its mission is crucial22.
Governance & Leadership
The influence of values on the NPO’s
decision making makes the issue of
leadership one of the most complex
(Anheier, 2005). We will define governance
as was defined by Williams et al. 2017, which
is a “…set of conditions that should be
fulfilled and practices that should be applied
in order to enhance the achievement of a
nonprofit organization’s mission and vision”.
This governance is executed by the
leadership group of the organization which
are the people who can formally or informally
influence the strategy of the organization
(Willems et al, 2017). This group is unbound
and includes the traditional “leadership” roles
such as the board members, executive and
financial directors as well as other nonconventional actors such as donors,
partners, volunteers and other stakeholders
whose importance should be recognized
within the principal-agent problem of NPOs
(Anheier, 2005).
Favorable governance practices have been
found to enhance an NPOs reputation and
have become a pre-requisite to continued or
increased funding opportunities (Williams et
al, 2012). So, what factors play into
governance quality? Williams et al 2012

Expert interviews. BCG & Bridgespan.
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identified five dimensions that play into
governance quality: external stakeholder
involvement, consistent planning, structures
and procedures, continuous improvement
and leadership team dynamics.
Similarly, Nanus and Dobbs 1999 have
suggested that the traditional leadership role
should focus on four similar dimensions:
internal organizational aspects, external
organizational aspects, present operations
and future possibilities (Nanus, Dobbs,
1999). Nanus and Dobb’s description of the
dimensions that leadership should focus on
overlaps with the governance practices that
are recommended by Williams et al 2012.
Nanus and Dobbs 1999 go further to suggest
that effective leadership should not only
perform relatively well in every dimension,
they should also know when to lean into each
role.
This plays into the argument that it is not a
set of specific traits that are constantly
desirable in leadership, what is desired
ultimately is a more flexible leadership that
can foster organizational alignment given the
existing stage and operating context of an
NPO (Dym & Hutson, 2005).
Human Resources
NPOs are made up of two distinct types of
human resources: voluntary and paid.
Nonprofits in initial stages usually rely on
volunteer work and as they grow they begin
to incorporate more paid staff in both service
and governance functions (Anheier, 2005).
In the search of talent, NPOs compete with
for-profits through three incentives: wages,
benefits and non-wage aspects the last of
which is where NPOs tend to do better on
(Anheier, 2005). Research has shown that
pecuniary satisfaction is not enough for
reducing
employee
turnover,
other
nonmonetary aspects are key (Ridder et al,
2012). In this sense, the importance of the
organization’s mission is clear in that
nonprofit staff can implicitly (paid staff) or
explicitly (volunteers) be donating part or all
of their wages to the organization (Anheier,
2005).

Additionally, these organizations tend to be
especially labor intensive because of the
type of services which they provide as well
as the fields within which they usually
operate (Anheier, 2005). Research has long
upheld the positive relationship between
employee’s
individual
performance
(Marchington & Zagelmeyer, 2005) and the
management of human resources (Walk et
al, 2014) in the success of organizations.
Research shows that human resources
strategies have an impact on staff’s
motivation, organizational civic behavior and
performance (Akingbola, 2012). This makes
it all the more important for NPOs to focus on
understanding how to manage this critical
resource.
It is argued that Strategic Human Resource
Management (SHRM) is the most efficient
and effective way to manage human
resources (Walk et al, 2014). SHRM is
defined as the “…pattern of planned human
resource
deployments
and
activities
intended to enable an organization to
achieve its goals” (Wright & McMahan,
1992), it marks the importance of adapting
human resource architectures to each
organization depending on the context within
which they operate and the current strategic
goals that are in place (Ridder et al, 2012).
Ridder et al. 2012 identified four typologies
of human resource architectures attributed to
nonprofits based on the assumption that
SHRM varies on two dimensions: a strategic
orientation and a human resources
orientation.

Typology of HR architectures and their effects in
NPOs Ridder et al. 2012

The four non-exclusive typologies are:
administrative, motivational, strategic and
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value driven. Depending on the degree of
utilization of both orientations NPOs are
located in one of these categories, the
extremes are represented by the valuesbased SHRM which is associated with high
organizational
performance
and
the
administrative SHRM associated with low
organizational performance (Ridder et al,
2012).
For reference, we will give a quick
description
of
the
four
typologies:
Administrative
SHRM
has
low
professionalism and a lack of long term
perspective, there is a low investment in the
employee’s development (Ridder et al,
2012). Strategic SHRM practices are
completely oriented towards achieving the
NPO’s long term goals using mainly for-profit
methods, employees are assets for reaching
goals – nonetheless there is a lack of focus
on employee’s needs. The third typology,
Motivational is very high on the human
resources orientation this implies that their
SHRM focuses on strengthening employees
fit with the organization’s mission and
centers on retention. Finally, the ValueDriven typology focuses strategies that
combine the strength of their organization’s
mission and values with their human
resources.
Finally, it is important to mention that it is
crucial that NPO management understand
the distinction between paid staff and
volunteers so that they can have ideal
practices
in
their
recruitment
and
management (Şeyma, 2015). The basic
motivational factors that describe why people
volunteer are: altruistic, instrumental and
obligatory (Barker, 1993). Satisfying initial
motivations (Peachey et al, 2014) as well as
task and emotion oriented organizational
support (Alfes, Shantz, Bailey, 2016) can
result in higher engagement and retention.
Funding & Accountability
We decided to place funding and
accountability together because high level of
impact that accountability of an organization
has over funding. When we speak of funding,
we refer to the strategy that an NPO adopts

to secure funds and how it impacts their
sustainability.
On
the
other
hand,
accountability makes reference not only to
the transparency of where resources are
allocated it also refers to the NPO’s impact.
In terms of funding, there are three main
sources that are available for NPOs: public
sector payments, private giving, and private
fees and charges (Anheier, 2005). There are
four issues identified by Anheier 2005 for
determining the revenue strategy of an NPO:
how to optimize revenue when NPOs don’t
seek to maximize profit, how to set a price
when no market exits, how to avoid resource
dependency and how to deal with negative
interactions among revenue sources
(Anheier, 2005).
Generally speaking, a majority of nonprofit
revenues comes through the public sector or
private fees and charges, nonetheless
private giving remains an important source
contributing to approximately 12% of
revenue cross-nationally (Salomon, 2003).
Traditionally, nonprofits seek resources in
their local communities yet many nonprofits
in developing countries also seek funding
from non-local sources such as the national
government and oversees donors (Wasif &
Prakash, 2017). Official aid, which can come
in the form of grants from multilateral
organizations, is seen as increasingly
important in international development
processes and a determinant of efforts
having a transformative impact (Chandy,
Hosono, Kharas, Linn, 2013). This aid would
be categorized within the ‘grants and
contracts’ of public sector because its source
is mostly developed countries governments
as part of their foreign policy.
There are different financial strategies that
can be used by nonprofits but most of the
body of literature favors the resource
dependency theory (RDT) (Schnurbein &
Fritz,
2017).
RDT
analyzes
how
organizations obtain resources from their
environment and they adapt their structures
as a response (Rainey, 2009). This theory
helps clarify what NPOs go through in
determining the right mix of revenue sources
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and implies that when organizations have a
single donor over time they begin to
resemble
it
(Anheier,
2005).
RDT
emphasizes the importance of financial
stability to reduce vulnerability, nonetheless
Von Schnurbein contests this, he supports
the argument that financial health is not only
made up of stability but also of capacityresources that give organizations the means
to seize opportunities (Schnurbein & Fritz,
2017).
This gives way to the question of what is a
better
strategy:
diversification
or
concentration of revenue sources? Revenue
diversification entails having a relatively
similar proportion of funds from each of the
three funding sources (Chang & Tuckman,
1994). It has long been upheld as the best
way to maximize the organizational
independence of NPOs and reduce the risk
of having a financial shock due to losing one
source of resources (Sacristan Lopez de los
Mozos, Rodriguez, Rodriguez, 2016).
Nonetheless, revenue diversification has its
pitfalls such as the potential erosion of
legitimacy tied to the higher complexity
Sources of Funding for Nonprofits
Source of
Type
Funding
Grants and contracts
Public Sector

Statutory transfers
Third-party payments

Private Giving

Foundation
giving
Business or
corporate donations
Individual giving
Fees for services

Private fees
and charges

Dues
Proceeds from sales
of products
Investment income

associated with managing multiple revenue
streams (Froelich, 1999) and higher agency
costs sometimes disproportionate to the
revenue generation (Schober, Littich,
Schober, Lintschinger, 2011). On the other
hand, concentration consists in focusing on
one source of revenue and in many times its
associated with one main donor partner. This
specialization can be seen as a way to
concentrate efforts on quality service and
longevity and has been linked to having a
positive influence on financial growth and
lower administrative expenses (Sacristan
Lopez de los Mozos, Rodriguez, Rodriguez,
2016). As previously mentioned, the
downsides to this strategy is a higher
vulnerability in terms of dependence on a
revenue source and potential loss of
independence.
The question of which strategy to follow
might is not straightforward and may vary
depending on the size of the NPO, the range
of products offered (Schnurbein & Fritz,
2017), and the environment within which it
operates to mention a few elements, the
strategy must be tailored to specific NPOs.

Description
Direct contributions by the government to the organization in
support of specific activities and programs.
Contributions by the government, as mandated by law, to
provide general support to an organization in carrying out its
public programs.
Indirect government payments reimbursing an organization
for services rendered to individuals.
Grants from grant-making foundations, operating foundations,
and community foundations.
Giving directly by businesses or giving by business or
corporate foundations.
Direct contributions by individuals and contributions through
“federated fund-raising” campaigns.
Charges that clients of an agency pay for the services that the
agency provides
Charges levied on the members of an organization as a
condition of membership; they are not normally considered
charges for particular services
Income from the sale of products or services, and income
from for-profit subsidiaries
Income a nonprofit earns on its capital or its investments

Source: Nonprofit Organizations, Theory management, policy. Helmut K. Anheier 2005
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Nevertheless, a funding strategy cannot be
implemented if there are no funds to manage
and crucial to attracting funds from any of the
three main sources is having clear
accountability mechanisms in place within
the NPO. Since the embrace of the New
Public Management principles in the early
1990s, nonprofits have had to adapt to
higher levels of administrative and
programmatic regulation and a higher
expectation of transparency (Smith, 2018).
Accountability has gradually come to play a
vital role in securing funds for NPOs as it is

linked with increasing their legitimacy
(Reheul, Van Caneghem, Verbruggen,
2012). It relates to two aspects: on the one
hand, it is associated to demands by
regulators which are mainly focused on
financial measurements and aims to provide
more transparency for the public, on the
other hand it relates to the impact and results
that an NPO has in its operating environment
and is the most important information that is
required by potential funders (Reheul, Van
Caneghem, Verbruggen, 2012).
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Appendix 3. Exemplification of Replication through International Actors
The following cases are to exemplify the types of organizations and diverse type of collaborations
that could be established through International Actors.
Save the Children
About
Save the Children is an organization whose vision is “A world in which every child attains the
right to survival, protection, development and participation.” and mission is “To inspire
breakthroughs in the way the world treats children, and to achieve immediate and lasting
change in their lives”.
They are a very large nonprofit working in 121 countries including seven MENA countries:
Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Syria and Yemen.
Their global programs span from themes in health, education, protection, hunger and
livelihoods, emergency and global policy and advocacy. Within the education program, there
are two specific areas that are particularly relevant Taghyeer’s mission: Early Childhood
Development and Literacy Boost within the Basic Education area.
Save the Children’s programs are robust in terms of creating formal environments that foster
the development of children. In particular, Literacy Boost has three components: Reading
Assessments, Teacher Training and Community Action23. Community Action involves activities
that bring readiness outside of the classroom through community members to promote the
development of a community-wide reading culture.
Complement
Even though the organization has presence in MENA countries, the Literacy Boost initiative
has not yet been implemented in the region. Nonetheless, within the countries that they are
operating in, there is usually a component of their strategy that addresses formal and informal
educational needs of children.
Through a collaboration with Save the Children, Taghyeer organization could provide local
expertise and offer to complement their strategies in the MENA region through the impactful
training of local community members as well as the creation of reading libraries with books
created for the context in the areas where Save the Children is currently operating. It would be
essential to showcase the proven impact of the WLR program whose core is empowering local
community members to take charge in creating literate environments for their children.
WorldReader
About
Worldreader is focused on advancing the adoption of digital reading and providing access to ereaders, apps and digital books. It aims to promote a culture of reading across communities by
empowering public and community libraries with digital reading solutions.
The organization is currently working in 47 countries, six of which are MENA countries: Algeria,
Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Libya and Morocco.
They have four main programs: pre-reading, school reading, library reading and lifelong
reading. Each have a different implementing stakeholder focus. Pre-reading targets parents,
school reading targets teachers, library reading targets librarians and lifelong reading does not

23

Literacy Boost Community Action – Creating a Culture of Reading Outside School Walls. Save the Children.
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have a particular audience and is simply focused on maintaining the reading habit throughout
life.
Complement
There is a great potential for shared value between Worldreader and Taghyeer organization.
Taghyeer has beautiful contextually adequate books for the MENA region that are focused on
impacting the resilience and psycosocial integration of children. Worldreader seeks to integrate
these types of titles into the digital app which could be yet another international platform for the
organization. Also, an added value for Taghyeer’s international ambassadors could be to
access contextually adequate books easily through the Worldreader app depending if they are
in a location where it can be downloaded.
Additionally, Worldreader currently has a partnership with a local organization in Mexico called
‘Avanzalee’. The organization created an online course to train people in becoming ‘reading
mediators’. This sets a precedent for Worldreader in that they are very interested in these kinds
of initiatives and they currently do not have this project in the MENA region. Taghyeer could
take advantage of their already existing platform to train Reading Ambassadors in Arab
speaking countries with the promotion of the infrastructure of Worldreader.

SOS Children’s Villages International
About
SOS Children’s Villages International is a global federation “working to protect and care for
children who have lost parental care, or who stand at risk of losing it”. Their mission is to build
families for children in need, help them shape their own futures and share in the development
of their communities.
The organization is in 135 countries, nine in the MENA region: Algeria, Egypt, Iraq, Israel,
Jordan, Morocco, State of Palestine, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia.
They have different approaches to fulfill their mission but the three largest ones are SOS
Children’s Villages, SOS Youth programs and SOS Family Strengthening programs. There is
an educational component transversal across their interventions focused mainly on access to
formal education.
Complement
There is an important conjuncture between SOS Children’s Villages and Taghyeer
organization, the focus that children should have the possibility to develop their full potential.
Taghyeer could collaborate with SOS Children’s Villages in many modalities some of which
could be: training the people in charge of the villages to have reading sessions and create
informal libraries in the village with their children, training parents in the family strengthening
program, training people in the SOS social centers to have reading sessions with children.
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Appendix 4. Exemplification of Replication through Local Actors
For replication through local actors, a very general example of the kind of criteria that can be
evaluated would be:
•
•
•

Taghyeer’s existing grassroot network in the country – indicator: number of Reading
Ambassadors.
Civic space rating - as an indicator to the ease of collaborating with organizations within
the country.
Existing legal restrictions on international collaboration for each country.

The following table is an example of a dashboard for the comparison of criteria. It only includes
MENA countries where there is an existing network through trained Reading Ambassadors.
Country

Reading
Ambassadors*

Civic
Space
Rating**

Legal Restriction on International
Collaboration***
YES. Prior approval is required before an
association can enter into a “cooperation
agreement” with any international association
or foreign entity. The government has broad
discretion to withdraw authorization for a
foreign association to operate in Algeria.
YES. Domestic organizations must obtain prior
permission from the Ministry before they
“cooperate with, join, affiliate with, or
participate with” any foreign organization or
entity.
NO

Algeria

6

Repressed

Egypt

5

Closed

Morocco
State of
Palestine
Tunisia
United
Arab
Emirates
Iran
(Islamic
Republic
of)
Lebanon

3

Obstructed

3

Repressed

NO

3

Obstructed

NO

3

Closed

-

1

Closed

-

1

Obstructed

Oman

1

Repressed

Saudi
Arabia

1

Closed

NO
YES. Domestic associations and foundations
must obtain government approval to participate
in activities abroad, provide services outside
Saudi Arabia, or become members of
international
organizations.
Foreign
associations and foundations are prohibited
from opening branches inside Saudi Arabia.
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Country
Syrian
Arab
Republic
Yemen

Reading
Ambassadors*

Civic
Space
Rating**

Legal Restriction on International
Collaboration***

1

Closed

-

1

Closed

NO

*Excluding Jordan
**Civicus Monitor. Categories: open, narrowed, obstructed, repressed and closed. See
methodology: https://www.civicus.org/documents/civicus-monitor-methodology-paper.pdf
***The International Center for Not for Profit Law. http://www.icnl.org
The previous table is an exemplification of a dashboard that Taghyeer Organization would have
to analyze in order to prioritize countries. Taking into account the previous criteria, three potential
priority countries in the MENA region would be: Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia. Taghyeer has
local grassroots contacts in these countries, there are no legal restrictions to international
collaboration and the civic space is not considered to be ‘closed’. The case of Palestine will be
briefly used to present examples of potential local partnerships that could be reached out to.
Governments will currently not be taken into account; nonetheless local partners could eventually
collaborate with governments to amplify the reach of the program.
El Wedad Society for Community Rehabilitation
This organization is located in Gaza and is focused on strengthening local community with a
focus on children, youth and women in social, psychological and educational fields in order to
develop society and reach a social balance.
Complement
A possible intersection would be through their “Program for the Support and Rehabilitation of
Women and Children”. The program is focused on providing psychological and social support
services for children through the implementation of educational and recreational activities. The
organization’s efforts could be greatly enhanced by the WLR Model in that: 1) Proven books
focused on psychosocial coping mechanisms and 2) Proven model to have had an impact on
leadership skills of women. The organization’s staff could be trained as TOT to spread the love
of reading and all its benefits among the community members and therefore spur the creation
of ‘libraries’ throughout their community.
The East Jerusalem YMCA
This organization is located in East Jerusalem and is committed to a community based on
values of human dignity peace and justice. Its focus is on holistic youth development in order
to build a viable Palestinian state based on equality and social justice.
Complement
A possible intersection would be through their “Program for the Support and Rehabilitation of
Women and Children”. The program is focused on providing psychological and social support
services for children through the implementation of educational and recreational activities. The
organization’s efforts could be greatly enhanced by the WLR Model in that: 1) Proven books
focused on psychosocial coping mechanisms and 2) Proven model to have had an impact on
leadership skills of women. The organization’s staff could be trained as trainers to spread the
love of reading and all its benefits among the community members and therefore spur the
creation of ‘libraries’ throughout their community.
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Middle East Children’s Alliance
This organization is located in the West Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem and focuses on
protecting the rights and improve the lives of children in the Middle East through aid,
empowerment and education. It not only provided humanitarian aid, it partners with community
organizations to run projects for children and supports income-generation projects.
Complement
A possible intersection would be through their “Program for the Support and Rehabilitation of
Women and Children”. The program is focused on providing psychological and social support
services for children through the implementation of educational and recreational activities. The
organization’s efforts could be greatly enhanced by the WLR Model in that: 1) Proven books
focused on psychosocial coping mechanisms and 2) Proven model to have had an impact on
leadership skills of women. The organization’s staff could be trained as trainers to spread the
love of reading and all its benefits among the community members and therefore spur the
creation of ‘libraries’ throughout their community.
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Appendix 5. Exemplification of Replication through Prioritizing a Specific
Population.
Turkey will be used as an exemplification as the country currently receiving the most refugees.
Although Turkey is not in the MENA region, it hosts the vast majority of its refugee population. In
Turkey, there are currently a total of 21 tent and container refugee cities operated by the Turkish
Disaster and Emergency Management Authority. Additionally, there are an array of international
and local nonprofits working to provide services to refugees in the sites. The following table is an
exemplification of the types of international nonprofits that are providing some sort of service in
the camps.
City

Refugee Camps*

Sanliurfa

5

Gaziantep

3

Hatay

3

Mardin

3

Kilis

2

Adana
Kahramanmaras
Osmaniye
Malatya
Adiyaman

1
1
1
1
1

International Nonprofits**
Danish Refugee Council
IMC Medical Corps
IMPR Humanitarian
CARE
Deutsche Welthungerhife
GOAL
IMPR Humanitarian
IRC
Caritas Turkey
Danish Refugee Council
GOAL
IMPR Humanitarian
IRC
Save the Children International
Danish Refugee Corps
IMC Medical Corps
IMPR Humanitarian
IMPR Humanitarian
Help – Hilfe zur Selbsthilfe
IMC Medical Corps
Malteser International Germany
MSF Spain
IMPR Humanitarian
-

*Including Tent and Container cities.
**Non-exhaustive: exemplification of types of organizations in the camps.
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Appendix 6. Evaluation of Viable Options for Strategic Focus

Strategy #1 Status Quo 2.0
Financial Feasibility: This is one of the most financially viable strategies as some of its
components are already integrated into Taghyeer’s plans. It would only be necessary to take a
different focus for some aspects that the organization is currently already working on and has
momentum. (5)
Potential Reach: The strategy does not require a focus on a particular region although to reach
other regions there is a constraint in terms of the language of trainings and materials. If these
barriers are accounted for, then it has a very large potential impact to reach new countries. (5)
Permeating Potential: If not done correctly, the permeating potential can be very low. People
interested in the program need to be motivated to spread it beyond their own homes. If targeted
content is made for these diverse actors it does increase the possibility of it gaining a stronger
foothold in communities. (2)
Resource Efficiency: This strategy requires the organization to use all of the knowledge that
they already have and translate it into a different vessel. They have the know-how but it needs
to be redirected and more targeted. (4)

Strategy #2 Replication through International Actors
Financial Feasibility: In terms of the expense for Taghyeer, it can be as high or as low as the
cooperation agreement establishes. What is certain is that there would be no need for
investment in infrastructure as that would be provided by the international actors. (4)
Potential Reach: Establishing a collaboration with an international organization working in the
region could have a very large impact in terms of accessing new countries in a relatively shorter
amount of time. This organization is likely to be working in other regions and could facilitate
access to additional countries. (4)
Permeating Potential: International organizations usually have a network of local actors with
whom they collaborate to implement programs. Nonetheless, it is highly likely that these
international organizations are foreign to the MENA region which could hinder the permeation
potential. (3)
Resource Efficiency: Taghyeer organization has collaborated with multilateral organizations
(ex. UNICEF) and international nonprofits (ex. Plan International) albeit in smaller projects. The
control of the quality of a larger roll-out is the greatest unknown in this case. Nonetheless there
is know-how of what these organizations expect and the good reputation of Taghyeer proceeds
them. (4)
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Strategy #3 Replication through Local Actors
Financial Feasibility: This strategy would likely require more financial resources from
Taghyeer as they would be the larger actor in the collaboration. Community based
organizations (CBO) would likely have more limited access to resources. (1)
Potential Reach: The impact in terms of reaching more countries would be a lot more limited
in this model as it would require doing deep analysis of different countries within the MENA
region, identifying allies within them and creating meaningful relationships to have a
collaborative impact. This means reaching other countries would require a lot more effort and
creation of infrastructure. (1)
Permeating Potential: This strategy would have a very strong potential to permeate within a
community as the community based organizations at the grassroots usually have a lot of
knowledge on how to adapt the model to their beneficiaries. Additionally, a network of CBOs
could be established in different cities. (4)
Resource Efficiency: Taghyeer has experience working with local CBOs in Jordan and with
CBO leaders across different countries. Nonetheless, the organization has worked only with
organizations that reach out to Taghyeer, it has previously not done strategic outreach and
taken a more passive role to identifying organizations. (3)

Strategy #4 Prioritize a Specific Population – Displaced Children
Financial Feasibility: In this case, the total cost for implementing this strategy would vary
depending on the type of collaboration sought by Taghyeer and the agreement established.
This strategy would most likely also already use existing infrastructure which would reduce that
aspect of the cost. (4)
Potential Reach: Sadly, there are a lot of countries and regions who are hosts to displaced
population in the region and throughout the world. This strategy would help focus on prioritizing
countries but would not necessarily have the global reach intended ultimately. (2)
Permeating Potential: Taghyeer has experience working with displaced population in different
contexts within the region. The interventions have shown that this program does successfully
permeate and spread throughout the community. (4)
Resource Efficiency: In terms of know-how, they have experience with displaced population
in the region and have successfully adapted the program. Nonetheless, they do not necessarily
have experience with displaced population which is not concentrated in refugee camps outside
of Jordan. (4)
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